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sees  Denmark  as  something  as  an  outlier:  a  country  which,  like  Britain,  resisted  the 
globalization backlash in the wake of the inflow of cheap grain from the New World, but where 
agriculture, rather  than going  into decline,  in fact flourished.  Key  to the  success  of  Danish 
agriculture was an early diversification towards dairy production. We dispute this simple story 
which sees Denmark as something of a liberal paragon. Denmark’s success owed much to a 
prudent  use  of  trade  policy  which  favoured  dairy  production.  Moreover,  this  favouritism 
continued even after a more general movement to free trade in the 1860s. Using micro‐level 






































and  reemphasize  an  important  but  often  neglected  point:  that  Denmark  was  diversifying 












expense  of  other  branches  of  agriculture:  we  demonstrate  that  this  was  indeed  the  case. 
Furthermore,  we  document  that  this  tariff  support  continued  even  after  1864,  with  the 
maintenance of a tariff on cheese. Using micro‐level data from individual dairies, we quantify 
the  value  of  the  implicit  subsidies  to  dairies  implied  by  the  tariffs  from  1850‐1898  and 






































































































































































































































































































The  reason  for  this  early  shift  in  production  is  often  attributed  to  “heroes”  of  Danish 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































way  to  as  had  happened  with  butter)  force  producers  to  produce  better  cheese.  Another 

























We  are  lucky  that  several  producers  understood  the  importance  of  keeping  accurate  and 
detailed accounts from an early date (see Axelsen Drejer 1925‐33, p. 290), and we make use of 




dairy  product  (per  cow)  and  using  ad  valorem  equivalents  of  the  tariffs  to  suggest  the 
proportion of this value attributable to the tariffs. A weighted average (by number of cows) of 


































































































































There  are  good  reasons  for  believing  that  the  series  overstates  the  support  for  the  dairy 
industry  in  later  years.  This  is  because  the  sample  from  our  main  source  (the  annual 

















more  expensive,  to  make  as  a  by‐product  of  butter  production  (see  also  the  experiments 
described  by  Fjord,  1882,  and  Storch,  1886).  Despite  initial  fears,  it  was  soon  proven  by 

















cooperatives  produced  no  cheese
12  (5:7,  p.  89).  By  1892,  reports  suggest  that  the  waste 
products from butter production were now “more frequently used for feeding swine and young 







unsold  and  the  author  scolds  producers  by  saying  that  it  “doesn’t  make  sense  to  keep 
producing a product just because of old habits” (5:5, p. 64). The same was the case in 1886 (5:6, 
p. 52) and in 1888 (5:8, p. 81). High prices in 1890 again caused many cooperatives to begin 


































the  books  of  minutes  of  the  general  meeting  and  the  board  meetings  of  215  cooperative 
                                                       






















The  references  are  typically  found  a)  In  the  statutes  or  bylaws  of  the  creamery;  b)  In  the 































general  assembly  decides  that:  “Cheese  can  be  produced  year  round  except 
November and December in as far as it is necessary to supply the members with 
cheese for their own consumption, and if the weather permits. The members 
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Hübner,  Otto  (1866).  Die  Zolltarife  aller  Länder.  Gesammelt,  übersetzt,  geordnet.  Zweite 
Auflage, Iserlohn: J. Baedeker. (the new tariff law of 1863, in force since 1 april 1864). 
These specific tariff rates have been converted to AVEs using the prices from Hansen’s table 15 



















(no.)  Production (pund per cow)  Prices (dkk per 100 pund)  Income (dkk per cow) 
Subsidy due to import duties  
(% of net income per cow)  Source 





















1850 Ourupgaard  200 3892  113  140 n/a 61.8
1  14.1 n/a 62 16 15  9 93 87 20.4 6.2 10.8 3.5 Tesdorpf (1867), p. 30 
1855 Ourupgaard  210 3656  123  146 n/a 77.6 16.4 n/a 95 20 45  19 160 134 16.1 4.9 7.6 3.6 Tesdorpf (1867), p. 30 
1855 Broholm  119 3066  79  55 n/a 75.0 18.8 n/a 60 10 27
2 20
2 97 90 13.0 4.7 5.1 3.2 LA Fyn, Broholm  
1856 Broholm  128 2881  81  63 42 81.3 17.7 34.5
3 66 11 18 12 95 89 13.3 4.9 5.9 2.5
Sehested (1857),  
LA Fyn, Broholm 
1857 Broholm  122 2824  73  71 48 87.5 19.8 37.5
3 64 14 18 12 96 89 13.6 4.4 6.6 2.7
Sehested (1858),   
LA Fyn, Broholm 
1858 Broholm  116 2826  76  64 n/a 85.7 17.2 n/a 64 11 17  12 92 86 14.4 4.6 6.1 3.6 LA  Fyn,  Broholm 
1859 Broholm  130 2574  79  68 n/a 83.0 19.3 n/a 65 13 (19)  12 97 91 15.1 4.6 6.2 4.2 LA  Fyn,  Broholm 
1860 Ourupgaard  216 4646  165  182 n/a 85.7 18.2 20.5 141 33 37  26 211 200 14.4 4.4 7.6 2.4 Tesdorpf (1867), p. 30. 
1860 Broholm
4 129 2925  89  100 n/a 75.7 16.8 n/a 68 17 (23)  15 107 99 17.2 4.8 8.4 4.0 LA  Fyn,  Broholm 
1861 Broholm
4 130 3192  98  104 n/a 75.5 17.6 n/a 74 18 (25)  16 117 109 16.5 4.8 8.0 3.7 LA  Fyn,  Broholm 
1862 Broholm
4 130 3138  105  99 n/a 82.7 17.7 n/a 87 18 (23)  15 127 120 15.0 4.7 6.9 3.4 LA  Fyn,  Broholm 
1863 Broholm
4 137 3455  122  94 n/a 85.4 16.1 n/a 91 15 (26)  17 133 124 15.2 4.6 6.3 4.3 LA  Fyn,  Broholm 
1864 Broholm
4 120 3339  127  131 n/a 86.3 17.2 n/a 109 22 (20)  13 152 145 9.4 0.0 9.4 0.0 LA  Fyn,  Broholm 
1865 Ourupgaard  219 4764  160  211 n/a 95.1 22.9 25.5 152 37 54  33 242 222 7.5 0.0 7.5 0.0 Tesdorpf (1867), p. 30 
1865 Gjedsergaard  108 4848  174  155 n/a 95.1 (22.9) (25.5) 166 36 56  30 258 231 7.0 0.0 7.0 0.0 Tesdorpf (1867), p. 30 
1865 Broholm
4 120 3328  125  137 n/a 93.8 18.8 n/a 117 26 (29)  19 171 162 8.8 0.0 8.8 0.0 LA  Fyn,  Broholm 
1865 Søholm  43 4365  144  125 76 82.5 20.0 25.0 119 25 19  (11) 163 154 8.4 0.0 8.4 0.0 LA Fyn, Søholm 
1866 Broholm
4 120 3574  128  128 n/a 99.0 19.6 n/a 126 25 (33)  19 184 170 7.8 0.0 7.8 0.0 LA  Fyn,  Broholm 
1866 Søholm  47 3947  132  148 109 88.9 23.4 25.0 118 35 27  (15) 179 168 9.2 0.0 9.2 0.0 LA Fyn, Søholm 
1867 Ourupgaard  221 n/a  163  232 n/a 93.8 17.1 n/a 159 40 59  (34) 258 232 10.4 0.0 10.4 0.0 Tesdorpf  (1868) 
1867 Gjedsergaard  115 n/a  155  201 n/a 92.8 17.7 n/a 150 35 65  (37) 251 223 9.4 0.0 9.4 0.0 Tesdorpf  (1868) 
1867 Broholm
4 105 3521  131  147 n/a 100.1 18.1 n/a 127 26 (28)  16 181 169 9.0 0.0 9.0 0.0 LA  Fyn,  Broholm 
1867 Søholm  50 4277  138  140 95 87.6 23.7 27.1 120 33 26  (15) 179 168 8.7 0.0 8.7 0.0 LA Fyn, Søholm 
1868 Broholm
4 111 3416  107  110 n/a 101.0 19.8 n/a 108 22 (37)  21 167 151 7.6 0.0 7.6 0.0 LA  Fyn,  Broholm 
1868 Søholm  50 4084  124  61 61 101.9 24.9 33.3 126 15 20  (12) 162 153 4.2 0.0 4.2 0.0 LA Fyn, Søholm 
1869 Ourupgaard  220 n/a  163  213 n/a 104.6 21.6 n/a 170 46 (59)  34 275 250 8.9 0.0 8.9 0.0 Fenger (1873), pp. 390-91 
1869 Broholm
4 111 3442  112  82 n/a 106.3 28.6 n/a 119 23 (39)  22 181 164 5.2 0.0 5.2 0.0 LA  Fyn,  Broholm 
1869  Søholm  55 4118  122  126 113 95.1 18.7 33.3 116 24 36  (21) 176 160 8.2 0.0 8.2 0.0 LA Fyn, Søholm 
1870 Ourupgaard  222 n/a  175  170 n/a 99.4 20.6 n/a 174 35 (66)  38 275 247 7.2 0.0 7.2 0.0 Fenger (1873), pp. 390-91 30 
 
1870 Søholm
5  56 3715  124  148 172 94.4 18.7 33.3 117 28 34  (19) 179 164 9.4 0.0 9.4 0.0 LA Fyn, Søholm 
1871  Ourupgaard  220 n/a  164  220 n/a 106.9 20.4 n/a 174 46 (60)  34 281 255 9.2 0.0 9.2 0.0 Fenger (1873), pp. 390-91 
1871  Søholm  57 4369  141  125 156 102.1 19.8 33.3 144 25 40  (23) 208 191 6.8 0.0 6.8 0.0 LA Fyn, Søholm 
1872  Ourupgaard  220 n/a  181  230 n/a 108.1 20.4 n/a 195 48 (36)  21 279 263 9.3 0.0 9.3 0.0 Fenger (1873), pp. 390-91 
1872  Søholm  59 4408  147  143 144 102.7 18.8 33.3 151 27 42  (24) 219 202 7.4 0.0 7.4 0.0 LA Fyn, Søholm 
1873 Nybøllegaard  50 3844  116  125 n/a (104.2) (19.6) n/a 124 24 (43)  (24) 187 169 7.7 0.0 7.7 0.0 Jenkins  (1882),  p.  59 
1873  Kjærsgaard  40 n/a  n/a  n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 214 23 58  (33) 294 270 4.5 0.0 4.5 0.0 Jenkins (1876), pp. 26-36  
1873  Ourupgaard  220 n/a  196  273 n/a 107.2 20.5 n/a 209 56 (40)  23 306 288 9.9 0.0 9.9 0.0 Fenger (1873), pp. 390-91 
1873 Søholm  60 4231  137  149 217
3 101.2 18.7 41.7
3 139 28 67  (38) 234 205 7.6 0.0 7.6 0.0 LA Fyn, Søholm 
1874 Søholm  70 5234  161  211 152
3 109.0 21.2 40.6
3 175 45 45  (26) 265 246 8.9 0.0 8.9 0.0 LA Fyn, Søholm 
1875 Søholm  (70) 4569  118  169 93
3 125.1 18.1 42.7
3 147 31 40  (23) 218 200 8.8 0.0 8.8 0.0 LA Fyn, Søholm 
1875  Jylland-D  118 4710  150  166 n/a 131.4 20.3 n/a 197 34 (57)  (33) 288 263 6.6 0.0 6.6 0.0 4:11, pp. 110-113 
1876 Sealand-1  71 5093  179  105 n/a 141.0 21.9 n/a 253 23 (60)  (34) 336 310 3.5 0.0 3.5 0.0 4:10, p. 536 
1876 Sealand-2  92 5414  195  112 n/a 126.1 23.0 n/a 246 26 (65)  (37) 337 309 3.8 0.0 3.8 0.0 4:10, p. 537 
1876 Sealand-3  197 5384  177  159 n/a 125.4 23.0 n/a 222 37 (63)  (36) 322 295 5.6 0.0 5.6 0.0 4:10, p. 537 
1876 Sealand-4  45 6657  221  243 n/a 138.7 21.6 n/a 307 52 (79)  (45) 439 405 6.3 0.0 6.3 0.0 4:10, p. 537 
1876 Sealand-5  46 3957  117  215 n/a 129.9 31.8 n/a 152 68 (47)  (27) 267 247 9.1 0.0 9.1 0.0 4:10, p. 537 
1876 Sealand-6  110 5246  176  182 n/a 125.5 24.3 n/a 221 44 (64)  (36) 329 301 6.3 0.0 6.3 0.0 4:10, p. 537 
1876 Sealand-7  125 5357  174  230 n/a 140.7 25.9 n/a 245 60 (64)  (36) 369 341 7.0 0.0 7.0 0.0 4:10, p. 537 
1876 Sealand-8  11 9136  294  212 n/a 129.5 29.9 n/a 381 63 (112)  (64) 556 508 4.4 0.0 4.4 0.0 4:10, p. 537 
1876 Sealand-9  127 5556  190  22 n/a 127.3 25.0 n/a 241 5 (62)  (35) 309 282 0.8 0.0 0.8 0.0 4:10, p. 537 
1876 Sealand-10  71 4394  163  -
5 n/a 128.6 -
5 n/a 210 -
5 (53)  (30) 263 241 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4:10, p. 537 
1876 Fyn-1  60 5151  152  111 n/a 119.2 21.7 n/a 182 24 (60)  (34) 266 240 4.8 0.0 4.8 0.0 4:10, pp. 558-559 
1876 Fyn-2  107 4687  164  152 n/a 122.0 22.3 n/a 201 34 (57)  (32) 291 267 5.9 0.0 5.9 0.0 4:10, pp. 558-559 
1876 Fyn-3  100 4138  130  104 n/a 120.0 25.0 n/a 157 26 (49)  (28) 232 210 5.1 0.0 5.1 0.0 4:10, pp. 558-559 
1876 Fyn-4  84 4128  116  83 n/a 123.2 21.0 n/a 143 17 (45)  (26) 206 186 4.7 0.0 4.7 0.0 4:10, pp. 558-559 
1876 Fyn-5  47 4214  127  123 n/a 120.0 22.7 n/a 153 28 (49)  (28) 230 209 6.1 0.0 6.1 0.0 4:10, pp. 558-559 
1876 Fyn-7  35 4457  156  110 n/a 115.0 23.0 n/a 180 25 (53)  (30) 258 235 4.9 0.0 4.9 0.0 4:10, pp. 558-559 
1876 Fyn-9  39 4523  137  86 n/a 118.0 23.0 n/a 162 20 (54)  (31) 236 212 4.2 0.0 4.2 0.0 4:10, pp. 558-559 
1876 Fyn-10  108 4550  145  220 n/a 126.9 34.0 n/a 185 75 (54)  (31) 313 290 7.9 0.0 7.9 0.0 4:10, pp. 558-559 
1876 Fyn-11  14 5430  162  107 n/a 132.8 28.0 n/a 215 30 (65)  (37) 311 283 4.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 4:10, pp. 558-559 
1876  Jylland-A  86 4390  142  179 n/a 134.1 30.0 n/a 190 54 (52)  (30) 296 273 6.8 0.0 6.8 0.0 4:11, pp. 110-113 
1876  Jylland-B  105 4330  136  155 n/a 129.6 28.1 n/a 176 44 (51)  (29) 271 249 6.5 0.0 6.5 0.0 4:11, pp. 110-113 
1876  Jylland-L  43 4350  138  150 n/a 135.5 35.0 n/a 187 52 (51)  (29) 290 268 5.8 0.0 5.8 0.0 4:11, pp. 110-113 
1876 Jylland-M  97 5070  141  158 n/a 136.1 33.7 n/a 202 53 (60)  (34) 316 290 5.7 0.0 5.7 0.0 4:11, pp. 110-113 
1876 Jylland-O  80 4535  145  154 n/a 133.1 23.3 n/a 192 36 (52)  (30) 281 258 6.2 0.0 6.2 0.0 4:11, pp. 110-113 31 
 
1876 Jylland-I  65 3910  119  179 n/a 131.4 27.2 n/a 156 49 (46)  (26) 250 231 8.1 0.0 8.1 0.0 4:11, pp. 110-113 
1876 Jylland-N  45 4780  164  109 n/a (126.6) (24.4) n/a 207 27 (58)  (33) 292 267 4.2 0.0 4.2 0.0 4:11, pp. 110-113 
1876  Jylland-R  100 4320  147  150 n/a 123.0 25.6 n/a 180 38 (52)  (30) 271 248 6.3 0.0 6.3 0.0 4:11, pp. 110-113 
1876 Jylland-H  74 3500  115  54 n/a 120.0 26.6 n/a 138 14 (43)  (24) 195 177 3.2 0.0 3.2 0.0 4:11, pp. 110-113 
1876 Jylland-G  80 4370  139  160 n/a 125.0 19.0 n/a 174 30 (53)  (30) 257 234 7.1 0.0 7.1 0.0 4:11, pp. 110-113 
1876  Jylland-C  70 4120  142  101 n/a 120.4 20.0 n/a 171 20 (50)  (28) 241 220 4.8 0.0 4.8 0.0 4:11, pp. 110-113 
1876 Jylland-E  118 2740  92  60 n/a 125.0 16.3 n/a 116 10 (31)  (18) 157 143 4.4 0.0 4.4 0.0 4:11, pp. 110-113 
1876 LolFal-A  140 4097  126  170 n/a 125.0 24.0 n/a 157 41 (48)  (28) 246 226 7.8 0.0 7.8 0.0 4:11, pp. 122-123 
1876 LolFal-B  140 4138  138  181 n/a 126.0 20.4 n/a 174 37 (50) (28) 260 239 7.9 0.0 7.9 0.0 4:11,  pp.  122-123 
1876 LolFal-C  134 4268  137  157 n/a (126.6) 22.0 n/a 174 35 (50)  (28) 259 237 6.9 0.0 6.9 0.0 4:11, pp. 122-123 
1876 LolFal-E  107 5187  167  218 n/a 124.0 28.0 n/a 207 61 (75)  43 343 311 7.3 0.0 7.3 0.0 4:11, pp. 122-123 
1876 LolFal-F  96 4414  140  129 n/a 124.0 (24.4) n/a 174 32 (53)  (30) 258 236 5.7 0.0 5.7 0.0 4:11, pp. 122-123 
1876 LolFal-G  80 4571  143  159 n/a 130.0 (24.4) n/a 186 39 (53)  (30) 279 256 6.5 0.0 6.5 0.0 4:11, pp. 122-123 
1876 LolFal-H  70 4073  128  138 n/a 120.0 23.0 n/a 153 32 (48)  (27) 233 212 6.8 0.0 6.8 0.0 4:11, pp. 122-123 
1876 LolFal-J  40 4441  138  -
6 n/a 119.0 -
6 n/a 164 -
6 (53)  (30) 218 195 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4:11, pp. 122-123 
1876 LolFal-K  40 3490  111  -
6 n/a 118.0 -
6 n/a 131 -
6 (42)  (24) 173 155 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4:11, pp. 122-123 
1876 LolFal-M  17 4803  155  187 n/a 116.2 20.2 n/a 181 38 (57)  (32) 275 251 7.8 0.0 7.8 0.0 4:11, pp. 122-123 
1877 Fyn-4  81 4064  115  101 n/a 118.3 24.0 n/a 136 24 (39)  (22) 199 183 5.8 0.0 5.8 0.0 4:12, pp. 76-77 
1877 Fyn-6  17 4718  129  82 n/a 120.0 27.1 n/a 154 22 (42)  24 219 200 4.2 0.0 4.2 0.0 4:12, pp. 76-77 
1877 Fyn-7  34 4669  165  138 n/a 124.0 25.3 n/a 204 35 (43)  24 282 264 5.5 0.0 5.5 0.0 4:12, pp. 76-77 
1877 Fyn-9  38 4100  131  87 n/a 118.7 25.7 n/a 156 22 (34)  19 212 198 4.6 0.0 4.6 0.0 4:12, pp. 76-77 
1877 Fyn-5  46 4690  147  150 n/a 125.0 24.5 n/a 184 37 (37)  21 258 242 6.4 0.0 6.4 0.0 4:12, pp. 76-77 
1877 Fyn-12  42 4753  144  167 n/a 130.1 32.0 n/a 188 53 (42)  24 283 265 6.6 0.0 6.6 0.0 4:12, pp. 76-77 
1877  NYJyll-A  174 5554  163  270 n/a 137.4 25.0 n/a 223 68 (57)  (33) 349 324 8.8 0.0 8.8 0.0 4:12, pp. 84-85 
1877  NYJyll-B  24 5660  166  169 n/a 131.9 26.0 n/a 219 27 (56)  (32) 302 278 3.9 0.0 3.9 0.0 4:12, pp. 84-85 
1877 NYJyll-C  18 5360  166  242 n/a 130.0 25.0 n/a 216 60 (55)  (31) 331 307 8.2 0.0 8.2 0.0 4:12, pp. 84-85 
1877  NYJyll-D  15 4976  157  104 n/a 109.0 32.3 n/a 171 34 (49)  (28) 254 233 4.7 0.0 4.7 0.0 4:12, pp. 84-85 
1877 NYJyll-E  16 4880  144  109 n/a 113.3 31.0 n/a 162 34 (51)  (29) 246 224 5.1 0.0 5.1 0.0 4:12, pp. 84-85 
1877 NYJyll-F  10 4398  n/a  39 n/a n/a (27.4) n/a n/a 11 (43)  (25) 54 35 11.6 0.0 11.6 0.0 4:12, pp. 84-85 
1877 NYJyll-G  26 5394  192  169 n/a 115.0 27.0 n/a 221 46 (55)  (31) 321 298 5.9 0.0 5.9 0.0 4:12, pp. 84-85 
1877 Jylland-1A  83 5130  165  223 n/a 132.8 (27.4) n/a 221 61 (53)  (30) 336 313 7.4 0.0 7.4 0.0 4:12, pp. 480-583. 
1877  Jylland-2B  105 4020  126  149 n/a 128.2 32.5 n/a 168 48 (40)  (23) 257 240 6.5 0.0 6.5 0.0 4:12, pp. 480-583. 
1877 Jylland-22  106 4490  139  -
6 n/a 135.7 -
6 n/a 189 -
6 (46)  (26) 234 215 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4:12, pp. 480-583. 
1877  Jylland-10J  60 3620  108  168 n/a 127.7 30.0 n/a 147 50 (36)  (20) 233 218 8.0 0.0 8.0 0.0 4:12, pp. 480-583. 
1877 Jylland-15O  80 3550  106  105 n/a 135.0 25.0 n/a 150 26 (36)  (20) 212 197 5.6 0.0 5.6 0.0 4:12, pp. 480-583. 
1877  Jylland-21  39 3780  117  111 n/a 125.7 20.1 n/a 151 22 (39)  (22) 212 195 5.9 0.0 5.9 0.0 4:12, pp. 480-583. 32 
 
1877  Jylland-13M  100 4610  138  171 n/a 136.8 37.4 n/a 193 64 (47)  (27) 304 283 6.3 0.0 6.3 0.0 4:12, pp. 480-583. 
1877  Jylland-9(I)  77 3400  107  99 n/a 120.0 25.0 n/a 131 25 (35)  (20) 191 175 5.9 0.0 5.9 0.0 4:12, pp. 480-583. 
1877 Jylland-8H  124 3540  105  111 n/a (123.6) (27.4) n/a 129 30 (37)  (21) 196 180 6.4 0.0 6.4 0.0 4:12, pp. 480-583. 
1877  Jylland-16P  121 4200  129  116 n/a (123.6) 24.0 n/a 159 28 (44)  (25) 231 212 5.7 0.0 5.7 0.0 4:12, pp. 480-583. 
1877  Jylland-19  90 4910  147  253 n/a 127.7 36.9 n/a 196 93 (49)  (28) 339 318 8.3 0.0 8.3 0.0 4:12, pp. 480-583. 
1877  Jylland-3C  71 4570  145  170 n/a 117.6 28.5 n/a 172 48 (48)  (27) 268 248 7.1 0.0 7.1 0.0 4:12, pp. 480-583. 
1877 Jylland-17  70 3740  125  52 n/a 119.0 (27.4) n/a 156 14 (37)  (21) 208 192 2.8 0.0 2.8 0.0 4:12, pp. 480-583. 
1877  Jylland-5E  116 2980  99  69 n/a 118.7 23.0 n/a 131 16 (28)  (16) 175 163 4.4 0.0 4.4 0.0 4:12, pp. 480-583. 
1877 Jylland-6  83 5550  185  174 n/a 125.0 (27.4) n/a 235 48 (58)  (33) 340 315 5.8 0.0 5.8 0.0 4:12, pp. 480-583. 
1877 Jylland-7  70 5080  162  178 n/a 125.4 26.0 n/a 207 46 (53)  (30) 305 283 6.6 0.0 6.6 0.0 4:12, pp. 480-583. 
1877  Jylland-11  73 3520  104  102 n/a 112.3 25.0 n/a 121 26 (36)  (20) 182 167 6.4 0.0 6.4 0.0 4:12, pp. 480-583. 
1877  Jylland-12  52 3780  116  64 n/a 127.0 27.0 n/a 148 17 (39)  (22) 204 187 3.6 0.0 3.6 0.0 4:12, pp. 480-583. 
1877  Jylland-18  100 1880  69  38 n/a 113.5 25.0 n/a 82 10 (19)  (11) 110 102 3.9 0.0 3.9 0.0 4:12, pp. 480-583. 
1877 Jylland-23  45 4320  140  147 n/a 111.3 30.0 n/a 156 44 (44)  (25) 244 225 6.8 0.0 6.8 0.0 4:12, pp. 480-583. 
1877  Jylland-24  34 5490  183  133 n/a 123.0 23.0 n/a 230 31 (56)  (32) 317 293 4.7 0.0 4.7 0.0 4:12, pp. 480-583. 
1878 
Buske 
Spritfabrik (74) 4454  203  129 n/a (100.2) (22.7) n/a 204 29 (44) (25) 277 258 5.2 0.0 5.2 0.0 EA  Århus,  Buske 
1879 Mejeri-1  115 3550  129  95 180 103.4 17.8 26.3 133 17 47  26 197 176 5.6 0.0 5.6 0.0 4:14, pp. 56-61. 
1879 Mejeri-3  107 4300  140  193 164 106.7 20.0 25.4 148 39 42  (26) 229 214 9.4 0.0 9.4 0.0 4:14, pp. 56-61. 
1879 Mejeri-5  45 6320  224  142 317 100.8 15.0 28.8 224 21 91  60 336 305 4.8 0.0 4.8 0.0 4:14, pp. 56-61. 
1879 Mejeri-6  111 4680  158  147 214 100.0 15.0 28.2 159 22 60  32 242 213 7.2 0.0 7.2 0.0 4:14, pp. 56-61. 
1879 Mejeri-7  79 4620  164  149 185 100.3 19.0 28.2 165 28 52  24 245 217 7.1 0.0 7.1 0.0 4:14, pp. 56-61. 
1879 Mejeri-8  68 5380  174  110 243 100.5 20.0 29.5 175 22 72  46 269 243 4.7 0.0 4.7 0.0 4:14, pp. 56-61. 
1879 Mejeri-9  14 6320  194  219 321 85.0 19.5 25.3 170 43 81  42 294 254 9.0 0.0 9.0 0.0 4:14, pp. 56-61. 
1879 Mejeri-12  95 4760  140  94 143 99.4 21.5 26.4 142 20 38  21 199 183 5.3 0.0 5.3 0.0 4:14, pp. 56-61. 
1879 Mejeri-13  66 3020  110  73 129 97.3 20.0 27.5 105 15 35  31 155 151 5.0 0.0 5.0 0.0 4:14, pp. 56-61. 
1879 Mejeri-14  35 4500  167  47 79 80.5 18.0 27.5 136 8 22  (12) 167 157 3.1 0.0 3.1 0.0 4:14, pp. 56-61. 
1879 Mejeri-15  72 5400  176  142 261 107.0 15.5 27.0 188 22 70  27 281 237 6.2 0.0 6.2 0.0 4:14, pp. 56-61. 
1879 Mejeri-16  35 4870  172  169 89 86.8 16.0 28.5 150 27 25  (14) 203 192 9.2 0.0 9.2 0.0 4:14, pp. 56-61. 
1879 Mejeri-17  32 4430  152  151 151 99.9 19.5 28.1 153 29 43  27 225 210 7.5 0.0 7.5 0.0 4:14, pp. 56-61. 
1879 Mejeri-18  70 5020  160  161 188 99.6 21.5 28.8 161 35 54  33 250 229 7.4 0.0 7.4 0.0 4:14, pp. 56-61. 
1879 Mejeri-19  100 4580  147  169 263 101.5 20.5 27.3 145 35 72  39 251 219 8.0 0.0 8.0 0.0 4:14, pp. 56-61. 
1879 Mejeri-20  68 4680  169  83 153 97.0 21.0 26.5 167 17 41  16 225 201 4.3 0.0 4.3 0.0 4:14, pp. 56-61. 
1879 Mejeri-21  63 3960  127  65 94 98.5 21.1 25.7 125 14 24  14 163 152 4.4 0.0 4.4 0.0 4:14, pp. 56-61. 
1879 Mejeri-22  74 4800  160  210 194 97.5 16.1 (27.6) 158 34 53  (32) 245 223 9.8 0.0 9.8 0.0 4:14, pp. 56-61. 
1879 Mejeri-24  42 3900  138  -
6 64 93.6 -
6 30.5 130 -
6 19  (11) 149 141 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4:14, pp. 56-61. 
1879 Mejeri-25  150 4820  163  77 230 115.5 18.0 31.5 192 14 72  59 279 265 3.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 4:14, pp. 56-61. 33 
 
1879 Mejeri-26  69 3880  125  175 144 108.6 23.0 27.5 136 40 40  24 216 200 9.1 0.0 9.1 0.0 4:14, pp. 56-61. 
1879 Mejeri-27  116 4420  141  130 190 104.5 17.3 26.1 156 22 50  29 228 207 6.6 0.0 6.6 0.0 4:14, pp. 56-61. 
1880 Nybøllegaard  46 5763  183  170 n/a (108.1) (21.3) n/a 197 36 n/a  (39) n/a 273 6.5 0.0 6.5 0.0 Jenkins  (1882),  p.  59 
1880 Engelsholm  (107.5) 4641  139  186 n/a (116.3) (21.3) n/a 162 39 n/a  (32) n/a 233 8.3 0.0 8.3 0.0 Jenkins  (1882),  p.  59 
1880 Sanderumgaard 108 4854  176  176 n/a (116.3) (21.3) n/a 204 37 n/a  15
7 n/a 257 7.1 0.0 7.1 0.0 Jenkins (1882), p. 29 
1880 Lykkenssæde  35 4803  162  171 n/a (116.3) (21.3) n/a 189 36 n/a  (33) n/a 258 6.9 0.0 6.9 0.0 Jenkins  (1882),  p.  30 
1880 Basnæs  133 4385  135  153 158 121.6 21.0 36.1 164 31 57  23 252 218 7.0 0.0 7.0 0.0 LA  Sjælland,  Basnæs 
1880  Mejeri-1  116 3320  124  130 140 120.1 18.5 33.0 149 21 46  28 216 197 5.9 0.0 5.9 0.0 4:15, pp. 46-57. 
1880  Mejeri-6  110 4050  144  104 248 116.7 20.8 34.2 174 17 83  53 274 245 3.5 0.0 3.5 0.0 4:15, pp. 46-57. 
1880  Mejeri-7  78 4130  145  155 245 119.8 21.8 34.5 171 28 85  42 284 241 5.6 0.0 5.6 0.0 4:15, pp. 46-57. 
1880  Mejeri-8  68 300  146  167 153 116.5 20.5 36.9 170 28 56  35 254 233 6.1 0.0 6.1 0.0 4:15, pp. 46-57. 
1880 Mejeri-11  31 3820  129  83 38 104.8 27.5 35.5 134 23 14  12 171 169 5.1 0.0 5.1 0.0 4:15, pp. 46-57. 
1880  Mejeri-12  92 4000  136  20 158 115.0 23.0 32.8 156 4 49  32 209 191 0.9 0.0 0.9 0.0 4:15, pp. 46-57. 
1880  Mejeri-13  70 3130  111  74 122 118.0 22.5 30.5 130 15 38  29 183 174 3.9 0.0 3.9 0.0 4:15, pp. 46-57. 
1880 Mejeri-15  92 4560  146  139 217 121.5 18.2 (35.8) 177 25 78  50 280 253 5.7 0.0 5.7 0.0 4:15, pp. 46-57. 
1880  Mejeri-16  34 4950  172  177 215 114.0 16.0 (31.8) 192 35 68  33 296 261 8.7 0.0 8.7 0.0 4:15, pp. 46-57. 
1880  Mejeri-18  70 4930  172  130 77 114.5 21.0 32.5 198 21 34  29 253 248 4.3 0.0 4.3 0.0 4:15, pp. 46-57. 
1880  Mejeri-20  70 4040  142  49 167 116.1 22.0 33.0 166 9 58  36 233 211 2.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 4:15, pp. 46-57. 
1880 Mejeri-21  59 3760  126  104 82
3 120.5 23.0 44.3
3 153 19 49  33 222 205 4.3 0.0 4.3 0.0 4:15, pp. 46-57. 
1880  Mejeri-22  80 4680  158  259 212 114.0 19.3 30.0 182 51 78  44 311 277 9.9 0.0 9.9 0.0 4:15, pp. 46-57. 
1880  Mejeri-24  35 3880  144  42 109 114.5 24.5 32.5 166 8 59  48 234 223 1.6 0.0 1.6 0.0 4:15, pp. 46-57. 
1880  Mejeri-25  142 4960  180  175 221 118.1 19.5 34.0 215 29 83  53 326 297 5.1 0.0 5.1 0.0 4:15, pp. 46-57. 
1880  Mejeri-26  69 3570  118  126 159 119.6 23.5 33.0 141 24 52  31 218 197 5.5 0.0 5.5 0.0 4:15, pp. 46-57. 
1880  Mejeri-27  117 4130  130  115 172 117.0 22.4 32.7 154 21 60  41 235 216 4.5 0.0 4.5 0.0 4:15, pp. 46-57. 
1880  Mejeri-29  52 4080  135  131 124 114.9 20.0 34.0 154 20 47  33 222 208 5.1 0.0 5.1 0.0 4:15, pp. 46-57. 
1881  Basnæs  132 4279  146  146 120 116.1 19.1 37.6 169 28 45  17 242 214 7.1 0.0 7.1 0.0 LA Sjælland, Basnæs  
1881  Mejeri-1  125 3393  110  121 129 117.1 21.0 33.8 129 25 43  27 198 181 6.9 0.0 6.9 0.0 5:1, pp. 56-73  
1881  Mejeri-2  112 4161  138  165 228 111.8 24.6 33.5 156 34 77  45 267 234 6.1 0.0 6.1 0.0 5:1, pp. 56-73 
1881  Mejeri-3  110 4085  139  114 266 117.5 24.0 34.9 166 22 92  57 280 246 4.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 5:1, pp. 56-73 
1881  Mejeri-4  79 4098  135  159 211 119.3 25.0 34.0 161 33 70  33 264 226 6.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 5:1, pp. 56-73 
1881  Mejeri-5  70 4159  141  134 215 115.5 24.0 36.0 164 26 76  33 267 223 5.1 0.0 5.1 0.0 5:1, pp. 56-73 
1881  Mejeri-6  31 3446  112  73 142 108.5 28.4 32.6 122 17 45  24 184 163 3.8 0.0 3.8 0.0 5:1, pp. 56-73 
1881  Mejeri-7  72 3237  111  38 109 117.1 20.0 31.0 131 6 34  27 172 165 2.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 5:1, pp. 56-73 
1881  Mejeri-9  37 4064  140  147 774 109.9 22.0 34.3 154 29 26  10 209 193 7.0 0.0 7.0 0.0 5:1, pp. 56-73 
1881  Mejeri-10  62 5038  182  213 167 120.0 25.0 35.0 223 44 60  52 327 319 5.7 0.0 5.7 0.0 5:1, pp. 56-73 
1881  Mejeri-11  70 4128  136  141 129 117.5 24.0 35.0 160 28 45  15 233 203 5.9 0.0 5.9 0.0 5:1, pp. 56-73 34 
 
1881 Mejeri-12  56 3778  134  98 120
3 122.0 25.0 42.0
3 164 20 57  33 242 218 3.9 0.0 3.9 0.0 5:1, pp. 56-73 
1881  Mejeri-13  90 4575  143  231 214 115.5 24.9 32.5 166 47 73  33 286 246 8.0 0.0 8.0 0.0 5:1, pp. 56-73 
1881  Mejeri-14  37 4144  154  36 105 112.1 23.5 33.3 173 7 41  25 221 205 1.5 0.0 1.5 0.0 5:1, pp. 56-73 
1881  Mejeri-15  143 4325  150  167 205 117.0 25.0 35.5 176 34 71  28 281 238 6.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 5:1, pp. 56-73 
1881  Mejeri-16  61 3838  127  161 180 115.9 25.0 34.5 147 33 66  36 246 216 6.3 0.0 6.3 0.0 5:1, pp. 56-73 
1881  Mejeri-17  119 4293  149  128 157 118.8 24.0 33.6 180 25 52  31 257 236 4.6 0.0 4.6 0.0 5:1, pp. 56-73 
1881 Mejeri-18  80 3977  139  192 168 126.8 22.0 34.0 166 35 57  (33) 257 233 7.0 0.0 7.0 0.0 5:1, pp. 56-73 
1881 Mejeri-19  44 5055  182  121 166 113.4 24.5 38.8 205 23 64  42 292 270 3.6 0.0 3.6 0.0 5:1, pp. 56-73 
1881  Mejeri-20  85 4835  174  171 255 113.5 22.5 36.5 198 32 92  53 321 283 5.2 0.0 5.2 0.0 5:1, pp. 56-73 
1881 Mejeri-21  115 41782  137  157 117
3 129.0 31.0 44.6
3 176 40 39  27 255 243 5.5 0.0 5.5 0.0 5:1, pp. 56-73 
1881  Mejeri-22  19 5609  180  206 256 114.1 26.5 33.0 206 45 82  22 333 273 6.4 0.0 6.4 0.0 5:1, pp. 56-73 
1881  Mejeri-24  65 5080  168  221 166 121.0 25.5 33.0 207 46 55  29 308 283 6.7 0.0 6.7 0.0 5:1, pp. 56-73 
1882  Basnæs  129 4406  149  147 175 116.7 24.8 36.9 172 29 62  26 263 227 5.3 0.0 5.3 0.0 LA Sjælland, Basnæs  
1882  Mejeri-1  106 4037  124  115 273 118.9 24.5 33.6 144 23 92  40 259 207 4.7 0.0 4.7 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 
1882  Mejeri-2  80 3968  130  125 176 112.0 23.8 33.8 144 24 60  15 228 183 5.8 0.0 5.8 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 
1882  Mejeri-3  65.5 4196  140  206 188 122.8 23.5 34.0 172 40 64  36 276 248 7.1 0.0 7.1 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 
1882  Mejeri-4  29 4225  126  132 159 108.3 23.9 31.8 133 26 65  22 223 180 6.3 0.0 6.3 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 
1882  Mejeri-5  35.5 4645  151  167 200 111.0 20.3 32.2 167 32 67  23 266 222 7.4 0.0 7.4 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 
1882  Mejeri-6  62.5 4044  127  108 162 121.5 28.0 33.0 153 25 66  19 243 196 4.7 0.0 4.7 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 
1882 Mejeri-7  55.5 4204  147  135 114
3 123.0 25.0 44.5
3 179 28 64  42 271 249 4.6 0.0 4.6 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 
1882  Mejeri-8  81 4883  148  190 203 116.6 19.2 32.1 174 34 70  23 278 231 8.0 0.0 8.0 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 
1882 Mejeri-9  31.5 4767  163  16 51 120.0 25.0 35.0 196 3 43  29 242 227 0.6 0.0 0.6 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 
1882  Mejeri-10  65 3936  120  172 186 116.0 25.0 32.4 137 35 63  24 236 196 7.5 0.0 7.5 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 
1882  Mejeri-11  113 4469  140  145 186 118.1 22.5 32.2 167 27 64  39 257 232 5.3 0.0 5.3 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 
1882 Mejeri-12  102 4428  148  192 150
3 120.3 32.0 44.3
3 177 50 68  39 295 266 6.2 0.0 6.2 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 
1882  Mejeri-13  17 5808  190  137 259 112.3 26.5 33.0 213 30 85  41 328 283 4.1 0.0 4.1 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 
1882  Mejeri-15  29.5 5553  167  106 117 113.0 27.5 31.7 192 24 41  24 257 240 3.8 0.0 3.8 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 
1882  Mejeri-16  112.5 4334  138  235 193 116.8 24.8 32.0 158 48 62  26 267 232 8.7 0.0 8.7 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 
1882  Mejeri-17  24.5 5749  171  179 98 108.0 25.0 33.0 186 37 32  18 255 240 6.3 0.0 6.3 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 
1882  Mejeri-18  175 4790  156  229 165 121.0 25.0 36.0 186 47 59  33 293 267 7.3 0.0 7.3 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 
1882  Mejeri-19  54.5 5578  191  199 232 114.7 19.0 33.5 224 31 78  36 332 290 5.9 0.0 5.9 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 
1882  Mejeri-20  7 4987  164  151 237 113.0 17.7 34.5 185 22 81  39 288 246 5.3 0.0 5.3 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 
1882  Mejeri-21  87 4585  160  208 179 119.1 25.0 32.2 189 53 61  34 302 275 8.0 0.0 8.0 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 
1882  Mejeri-22  48 4612  153  90 151 115.2 23.5 32.6 174 17 66  38 258 230 3.3 0.0 3.3 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 
1882  Mejeri-23  174 3351  107  144 168 117.9 18.0 33.3 123 21 59  28 203 172 7.2 0.0 7.2 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 
1882  Mejeri-24  176 5353  182  149 190 108.8 21.0 35.0 197 26 67  19 289 241 5.3 0.0 5.3 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 35 
 
1882 Mejeri-25  114 4508  160  141 177 118.3 20.5 35.0 188 29 62  20 279 237 6.2 0.0 6.2 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 
1882  Mejeri-26  45.5 4813  172  179 228 125.0 22.3 36.3 214 33 83  33 329 279 5.5 0.0 5.5 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 
1882  Mejeri-27  67.5 5850  204  202 467 114.0 21.9 34.5 231 36 161  53 429 320 5.4 0.0 5.4 0.0 5:2, pp. 38-49 
1883 Basnæs  133 4373  152  49 194 113.3 15.4 34.7 172 15 67  25 253 211 4.7 0.0 4.7 0.0 LA  Sjælland,  Basnæs 
1883  Mejeri-2  79 4493  151  163 217 113.3 21.0 33.0 171 28 72  28 271 228 6.1 0.0 6.1 0.0 5:3, pp. 30-47 
1883  Mejeri-3  67 4508  162  216 248 109.6 22.0 32.4 179 39 85  35 303 253 7.3 0.0 7.3 0.0 5:3, pp. 30-47 
1883  Mejeri-4  29 3765  133  50 141 105.0 26.1 32.7 140 11 46  20 197 171 2.5 0.0 2.5 0.0 5:3, pp. 30-47 
1883  Mejeri-5  34.5 4879  166  193 203 106.9 18.6 30.9 178 29 70  26 278 234 7.1 0.0 7.1 0.0 5:3, pp. 30-47 
1883  Mejeri-6  70 4648  159  110 180 127.5 20.0 33.0 207 18 71  34 297 260 3.6 0.0 3.6 0.0 5:3, pp. 30-47 
1883 Mejeri-7  61 3879  142  99 114
3 119.0 22.3 44.0
3 170 18 66  47 253 234 3.6 0.0 3.6 0.0 5:3, pp. 30-47 
1883  Mejeri-8  79.5 5321  188  192 114 113.0 16.1 33.0 216 25 49  25 291 266 6.2 0.0 6.2 0.0 5:3, pp. 30-47 
1883 Mejeri-9  40 5572  200  65 144 112.8 25.0 31.0 229 13 45  21 287 264 2.1 0.0 2.1 0.0 5:3, pp. 30-47 
1883  Mejeri-10  76 4189  133  170 195 111.9 24.0 31.8 149 34 71  31 253 213 6.8 0.0 6.8 0.0 5:3, pp. 30-47 
1883  Mejeri-11  109.5 4351  139  121 206 108.0 22.6 31.6 152 22 69  33 243 207 5.0 0.0 5.0 0.0 5:3, pp. 30-47 
1883  Mejeri-12  122 4806  167  243 160 109.3 25.0 33.3 182 50 55  23 287 255 8.1 0.0 8.1 0.0 5:3, pp. 30-47 
1883 Mejeri-13  16 5686  198  14 494 108.2 19.9 31.5 215 3 157  51 374 269 0.6 0.0 0.6 0.0 5:3, pp. 30-47 
1883  Mejeri-14  75 5177  175  191 144 110.1 25.5 33.2 194 40 48  27 282 261 6.2 0.0 6.2 0.0 5:3, pp. 30-47 
1883  Mejeri-15  30 5282  162  58 86 107.8 25.0 32.5 179 12 27  20 218 211 2.4 0.0 2.4 0.0 5:3, pp. 30-47 
1883  Mejeri-16  121 4241  145  212 210 111.1 22.8 32.3 161 40 68  35 268 236 7.7 0.0 7.7 0.0 5:3, pp. 30-47 
1883  Mejeri-17  22.5 5059  152  161 151 99.5 20.0 33.0 153 32 50  24 235 209 8.0 0.0 8.0 0.0 5:3, pp. 30-47 
1883 Mejeri-18  46 4796  181  15 497 117.5 16.4 35.5 214 2 177  76 393 292 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.0 5:3, pp. 30-47 
1883 Mejeri-19  136.5 3974  146  19 198 114.2 20.0 32.5 170 4 65  23 238 197 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 5:3, pp. 30-47 
1883  Mejeri-20  182.5 5248  188  138 244 110.5 20.0 34.5 212 23 85  24 319 259 4.6 0.0 4.6 0.0 5:3, pp. 30-47 
1883  Mejeri-21  93 5054  188  225 210 111.3 20.0 31.3 209 37 66  36 312 282 6.8 0.0 6.8 0.0 5:3, pp. 30-47 
1883 Mejeri-22  51 4792  161  66 158 108.9 20.5 38.8 174 11 61  37 246 221 2.4 0.0 2.4 0.0 5:3, pp. 30-47 
1883  Mejeri-23  177 3892  145  155 173 114.2 16.0 32.0 165 20 57  25 243 211 6.3 0.0 6.3 0.0 5:3, pp. 30-47 
1884 Basnæs  117 3907  133  69 260 112.0 13.9 29.1 149 10 72  15 230 173 4.2 0.0 4.2 0.0 LA  Sjælland,  Basnæs 
1884 Mejeri-1  107 4037  136  152 240 104.9 20.0 26.8 145 30 68  32 243 207 7.6 0.0 7.6 0.0 5:4, pp. 40-57 
1884  Mejeri-2  79 4497  147  125 250 108.0 22.0 27.9 157 22 73  24 252 203 5.1 0.0 5.1 0.0 5:4, pp. 40-57 
1884 Mejeri-3  71 3862  147  19 365 107.3 20.0 29.5 161 4 108  51 272 216 0.9 0.0 0.9 0.0 5:4, pp. 40-57 
1884  Mejeri-4  28 4119  133  42 270 101.5 27.2 31.5 137 10 85  49 232 195 2.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 5:4, pp. 40-57 
1884  Mejeri-5  35.5 4719  164  178 227 102.4 18.4 29.1 170 27 69  14 266 210 7.2 0.0 7.2 0.0 5:4, pp. 40-57 
1884  Mejeri-6  66 4198  133  109 150 115.0 22.0 29.0 152 20 53  26 225 198 4.7 0.0 4.7 0.0 5:4, pp. 40-57 
1884 Mejeri-7  60.5 4737  176  105 136
3 113.0 22.0 36.0
3 199 19 56  31 274 248 3.6 0.0 3.6 0.0 5:4, pp. 40-57 
1884 Mejeri-8  81 5555  188  160 196 111.5 15.0 27.0 205 18 53  17 276 240 5.3 0.0 5.3 0.0 5:4, pp. 40-57 
1884  Mejeri-9  45 5602  158  51 183 112.5 25.0 25.0 179 10 56  30 245 220 2.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 5:4, pp. 40-57 36 
 
1884  Mejeri-10  69.5 4059  125  157 197 109.0 23.3 28.1 137 30 60  10 227 177 7.6 0.0 7.6 0.0 5:4, pp. 40-57 
1884  Mejeri-11  109 4111  127  109 237 108.5 24.1 27.6 140 19 68  27 227 186 4.4 0.0 4.4 0.0 5:4, pp. 40-57 
1884  Mejeri-12  112.5 4815  158  205 127 113.7 27.3 27.3 179 46 35  -2 261 223 7.9 0.0 7.9 0.0 5:4, pp. 40-57 
1884  Mejeri-13  182 4246  146  247 266 110.0 20.0 30.0 160 40 80  43 280 243 8.7 0.0 8.7 0.0 5:4, pp. 40-57 
1884  Mejeri-14  75 5069  1427  149 107 108.6 25.4 26.3 154 31 28  4 213 189 6.7 0.0 6.7 0.0 5:4, pp. 40-57 
1884  Mejeri-15  34 4742  147  106 161 108.4 22.5 27.3 160 19 44  31 223 210 4.2 0.0 4.2 0.0 5:4, pp. 40-57 
1884  Mejeri-16  106 4294  152  142 258 109.4 20.9 28.7 168 24 74  33 266 226 5.3 0.0 5.3 0.0 5:4, pp. 40-57 
1884  Mejeri-17  28.5 5771  165  204 175 101.5 18.0 26.5 167 37 46  15 250 219 9.7 0.0 9.7 0.0 5:4, pp. 40-57 
1884  Mejeri-18  49 5335  196  90 403 118.4 18.0 27.2 233 13 110  51 357 297 2.6 0.0 2.6 0.0 5:4, pp. 40-57 
1884 Mejeri-19  25 5289  173  57 222 99.6 46.4 28.0 179 26 62  41 268 247 2.4 0.0 2.4 0.0 5:4, pp. 40-57 
1884  Mejeri-20  178.5 5709  201  124 261 108.2 20.0 30.9 223 20 80  17 324 261 4.1 0.0 4.1 0.0 5:4, pp. 40-57 
1884  Mejeri-21  91.5 4876  191  134 242 110.2 17.0 27.9 210 19 68  29 296 258 4.4 0.0 4.4 0.0 5:4, pp. 40-57 
1884  Mejeri-22  50 5279  175  115 198 105.9 18.8 31.3 186 18 73  32 277 235 4.2 0.0 4.2 0.0 5:4, pp. 40-57 
1884  Mejeri-23  175 3528  125  89 215 112.6 16.5 27.5 140 13 64  22 217 175 4.7 0.0 4.7 0.0 5:4, pp. 40-57 
1884  Mejeri-24  158.5 4837  178  208 225 114.3 23.0 28.0 205 39 65  25 309 269 6.6 0.0 6.6 0.0 5:4, pp. 40-57 
1885 Basnæs  143 3870  135  76 156 102.5 12.2 31.1 144 9 48  22 202 176 4.5 0.0 4.5 0.0 LA  Sjælland,  Basnæs 
1885  Mejeri-1  109 4345  143  180 236 100.8 18.0 28.5 144 24 68  40 237 208 6.7 0.0 6.7 0.0 5:5, pp. 52-66 
1885  Mejeri-2  77 4535  151  144 275 100.4 20.3 29.4 151 24 74  19 249 193 6.3 0.0 6.3 0.0 5:5, pp. 52-66 
1885  Mejeri-3  62.5 4464  160  127 148 97.3 16.0 30.5 156 16 46  16 218 188 5.6 0.0 5.6 0.0 5:5, pp. 52-66 
1885  Mejeri-4  27.5 4571  145  25 118 94.1 24.0 29.0 137 5 36  27 178 169 1.2 0.0 1.2 0.0 5:5, pp. 52-66 
1885  Mejeri-5  37 4725  161  160 172 99.2 16.7 28.9 163 21 50  17 234 201 6.6 0.0 6.6 0.0 5:5, pp. 52-66 
1885  Mejeri-6  65 3921  123  75 226 110.0 22.0 29.5 136 13 75  37 224 186 3.4 0.0 3.4 0.0 5:5, pp. 52-66 
1885  Mejeri-7  61.5 4638  177  118 165 105.5 20.0 25.9 188 19 57  27 264 234 4.3 0.0 4.3 0.0 5:5, pp. 52-66 
1885  Mejeri-8  83 5487  189  150 132 103.6 16.0 29.3 195 19 47  23 261 237 5.3 0.0 5.3 0.0 5:5, pp. 52-66 
1885  Mejeri-9  41.5 5796  187  61 181 102.1 25.0 26.0 196 6 59  37 261 238 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 5:5, pp. 52-66 
1885  Mejeri-10  66 4393  134  166 214 100.1 22.0 27.4 133 29 67  26 229 188 7.4 0.0 7.4 0.0 5:5, pp. 52-66 
1885  Mejeri-11  154.5 5418  189  247 156 102.0 18.7 30.3 195 34 47  21 276 250 7.5 0.0 7.5 0.0 5:5, pp. 52-66 
1885  Mejeri-12  117 5185  189  214 151 105.4 22.0 28.0 198 38 45  17 281 252 7.1 0.0 7.1 0.0 5:5, pp. 52-66 
1885  Mejeri-13  50 4989  177  155 226 96.3 17.9 28.8 170 22 66  28 259 221 5.9 0.0 5.9 0.0 5:5, pp. 52-66 
1885  Mejeri-14  80.5 4958  149  195 120 100.5 27.0 29.0 149 44 37  11 230 204 8.3 0.0 8.3 0.0 5:5, pp. 52-66 
1885  Mejeri-15  157 4799  175  259 219 107.2 19.3 30.0 187 40 67  45 294 272 7.9 0.0 7.9 0.0 5:5, pp. 52-66 
1885  Mejeri-16  77.5 3917  136  162 180 97.9 19.5 29.0 135 25 56  34 216 195 6.9 0.0 6.9 0.0 5:5, pp. 52-66 
1885  Mejeri-17  32.5 5927  160  235 238 100.0 17.0 26.2 162 34 62  40 259 237 8.8 0.0 8.8 0.0 5:5, pp. 52-66 
1885  Mejeri-18  54.5 5211  192  111 423 110.4 14.5 30.3 212 13 128  31 354 257 3.7 0.0 3.7 0.0 5:5, pp. 52-66 
1885 Mejeri-19  26.5 6039  195  93 182 92.0 (19.4) 29.0 186 18 55  37 259 240 4.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 5:5, pp. 52-66 
1885  Mejeri-20  105 3909  131  106 312 103.0 13.0 29.2 136 11 92  34 239 181 4.9 0.0 4.9 0.0 5:5, pp. 52-66 37 
 
1885  Mejeri-21  90.5 4892  190  159 222 102.8 15.0 27.6 195 19 63  35 278 249 5.3 0.0 5.3 0.0 5:5, pp. 52-66 
1885  Mejeri-22  63 3197  107  79 64 101.2 25.0 28.0 106 17 22  13 145 136 5.1 0.0 5.1 0.0 5:5, pp. 52-66 
1886 Basnæs  142 4151  145  63 171 94.4 10.9 24.1 135 7 41  23 184 165 4.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 LA  Sjælland,  Basnæs 
1886  Mejeri-1  108.5 4363  138  77 226 90.2 17.5 27.2 127 12 63  37 202 176 4.1 0.0 4.1 0.0 5:6, pp. 56-79 
1886  Mejeri-2  78 4833  169  130 222 92.5 17.0 27.8 157 20 63  33 239 209 5.8 0.0 5.8 0.0 5:6, pp. 56-79 
1886  Mejeri-3  176.5 5341  198  131 170 101.0 15.0 27.5 201 16 46  14 263 231 4.7 0.0 4.7 0.0 5:6, pp. 56-79 
1886 Mejeri-4  75 4842  174  118 n/a 95.9 11.5 n/a 169 12 54
8  43 235 224 4.9 0.0 4.9 0.0 5:6, pp. 56-79 
1886  Mejeri-5  38 4899  173  182 120 89.1 13.0 27.5 156 21 33  13 211 191 9.0 0.0 9.0 0.0 5:6, pp. 56-79 
1886  Mejeri-6  68 4384  142  36 214 100.0 20.0 29.0 145 6 68  34 219 185 1.8 0.0 1.8 0.0 5:6, pp. 56-79 
1886  Mejeri-7  111.5 4729  140  80 236 91.6 15.1 28.1 129 11 68  44 208 184 4.1 0.0 4.1 0.0 5:6, pp. 56-79 
1886 Mejeri-8  81 5393  192  45 n/a 96.5 11.0 n/a 187 5 41  15 233 207 2.3 0.0 2.3 0.0 5:6, pp. 56-79 
1886  Mejeri-9  43 5929  184  26 152 93.4 23.0 25.0 175 5 44  29 224 209 1.1 0.0 1.1 0.0 5:6, pp. 56-79 
1886  Mejeri-10  65 4367  128  160 126 92.0 21.0 28.0 117 27 41  17 185 162 8.2 0.0 8.2 0.0 5:6, pp. 56-79 
1886  Mejeri-11  151.5 4997  178  118 148 97.5 12.5 26.3 175 12 39  20 226 207 4.7 0.0 4.7 0.0 5:6, pp. 56-79 
1886  Mejeri-12  74 5815  224  4 318 90.3 12.5 28.7 171 1 92  38 264 209 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0 5:6, pp. 56-79 
1886 Mejeri-13  23 7754  288  -
6 n/a 96.0 -
6 31.0 280 -
6 158  67 438 347 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5:6, pp. 56-79 
1886 Mejeri-14  93 4345  155  37 n/a 93.9 9.7 n/a 146 4 58  27 208 176 2.2 0.0 2.2 0.0 5:6, pp. 56-79 
1886  Mejeri-15  145 4288  164  199 81 99.9 16.5 27.3 163 31 32  14 227 208 9.4 0.0 9.4 0.0 5:6, pp. 56-79 
1886  Mejeri-16  78 3640  122  141 118 88.9 16.0 28.0 108 20 36  13 165 142 9.3 0.0 9.3 0.0 5:6, pp. 56-79 
1886  Mejeri-17  29 6668  183  183 125 97.0 16.0 25.5 178 26 33  23 237 228 7.5 0.0 7.5 0.0 5:6, pp. 56-79 
1886  Mejeri-18  51 5010  184  120 318 105.0 12.8 27.1 192 12 86  62 290 265 3.8 0.0 3.8 0.0 5:6, pp. 56-79 
1886 Mejeri-20  89.5 4583  179  52 161 95.3 10.8 27.5 171 6 44  24 221 201 2.7 0.0 2.7 0.0 5:6, pp. 56-79 
1887 Basnæs  126 4690  165  180 136 96.0 11.3 24.0 158 20 49  24 228 203 9.3 0.0 9.3 0.0 LA  Sjælland,  Basnæs 
1887  Mejeri-1  106.5 5150  171  162 308 97.2 16.0 26.0 167 23 84  39 275 230 6.6 0.0 6.6 0.0 5:7, pp. 72-96 
1887  Mejeri-2  79 4521  155  163 255 96.7 16.0 26.3 149 24 29  42 202 215 7.1 0.0 7.1 0.0 5:7, pp. 72-96 
1887  Mejeri-3  177.5 5939  201  194 280 95.9 14.0 26.5 203 25 74  35 302 262 7.0 0.0 7.0 0.0 5:7, pp. 72-96 
1887  Mejeri-4  65.5 4472  165  177 234 94.5 15.0 28.0 156 24 66  26 245 206 8.1 0.0 8.1 0.0 5:7, pp. 72-96 
1887  Mejeri-5  37.9 4735  166  189 146 94.9 15.9 25.8 158 27 45  23 230 208 8.5 0.0 8.5 0.0 5:7, pp. 72-96 
1887  Mejeri-6  71.5 4349  148  70 168 100.5 20.0 27.0 152 13 53  23 219 189 3.7 0.0 3.7 0.0 5:7, pp. 72-96 
1887 Mejeri-7  105 4199  129  85 184 94.9 13.6 27.7 123 12 53  19 187 154 5.8 0.0 5.8 0.0 5:7, pp. 72-96 
1887 Mejeri-8  63 5658  n/a  128 n/a n/a 8.9 n/a 211 11 61  18 283 240 5.5 0.0 5.5 0.0 5:7, pp. 72-96 
1887  Mejeri-9  45 5443  175  37 132 96.6 25.0 25.0 170 8 40  26 217 204 1.5 0.0 1.5 0.0 5:7, pp. 72-96 
1887  Mejeri-10  65 4158  114  151 188 96.1 21.0 26.4 109 28 54  24 191 161 8.5 0.0 8.5 0.0 5:7, pp. 72-96 
1887  Mejeri-11  88.5 4486  152  154 208 94.7 17.5 26.0 145 24 54  26 223 195 7.3 0.0 7.3 0.0 5:7, pp. 72-96 
1887  Mejeri-12  160 3992  141  94 188 99.4 15.0 26.7 140 13 51  31 203 183 4.8 0.0 4.8 0.0 5:7, pp. 72-96 
1887  Mejeri-13  141 5232  204  167 218 97.4 12.0 27.8 199 18 61  27 277 244 6.4 0.0 6.4 0.0 5:7, pp. 72-96 38 
 
1887  Mejeri-14  102 4195  154  112 170 95.4 12.5 24.5 148 15 42  16 205 179 7.0 0.0 7.0 0.0 5:7, pp. 72-96 
1887  Mejeri-15  135 4673  180  198 218 99.8 16.1 26.0 180 29 62  29 271 238 7.8 0.0 7.8 0.0 5:7, pp. 72-96 
1887  Mejeri-16  77 3963  131  198 156 92.6 17.3 26.8 121 31 44  19 196 170 10.9 0.0 10.9 0.0 5:7, pp. 72-96 
1887  Mejeri-17  36 6175  120  74 96 95.6 25.0 24.5 171 17 24  14 211 201 3.5 0.0 3.5 0.0 5:7, pp. 72-96 
1887  Mejeri-18  63 3978  130  63 200 103.0 20.0 27.0 136 13 61  47 210 196 3.6 0.0 3.6 0.0 5:7, pp. 72-96 
1887 Mejeri-19  36 4997  160  69 n/a 91.8 13.5 n/a 157 9 35  25 201 192 3.7 0.0 3.7 0.0 5:7, pp. 72-96 
1887  Mejeri-20  103 4417  135  101 208 101.0 18.0 26.7 137 15 56  31 207 183 4.6 0.0 4.6 0.0 5:7, pp. 72-96 
1887  Mejeri-21  151.5 3848  136  55 152 100.0 15.0 25.5 136 8 42  18 185 162 3.2 0.0 3.2 0.0 5:7, pp. 72-96 
1887 Mejeri-22  25 7809  286  -
6 n/a 96.5 -
6 n/a 280 -
6 153  58 433 338 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5:7, pp. 72-96 
1887  Mejeri-23  50 4763  168  77 254 103.3 14.0 24.4 172 10 67  28 250 211 3.5 0.0 3.5 0.0 5:7, pp. 72-96 
1888  Mejeri-1  114 4700  150  101 277 91.7 16.0 24.4 138 15 69  34 222 187 5.1 0.0 5.1 0.0 5:8, pp. 64-84 
1888  Mejeri-2  78 5100  180  205 209 92.5 16.0 23.5 167 30 50  24 246 220 8.8 0.0 8.8 0.0 5:8, pp. 64-84 
1888  Mejeri-3  193.5 5424  204  118 131 92.5 15.0 21.2 188 16 27  2 230 205 5.4 0.0 5.4 0.0 5:8, pp. 64-84 
1888  Mejeri-4  141 5007  156  239 153 91.5 16.0 24.0 143 34 40  22 218 200 11.2 0.0 11.2 0.0 5:8, pp. 64-84 
1888  Mejeri-5  37.1 5125  170  205 200 90.0 15.3 22.3 154 28 46  25 228 207 9.3 0.0 9.3 0.0 5:8, pp. 64-84 
1888  Mejeri-6  259.5 4990  183  173 170 91.2 13.5 23.3 167 21 40  22 228 210 7.7 0.0 7.7 0.0 5:8, pp. 64-84 
1888 Mejeri-7  115 4702  145  108 206 95.0 18.4 25.1 138 16 52  22 206 176 5.1 0.0 5.1 0.0 5:8, pp. 64-84 
1888 Mejeri-8  75 5682  205  148 n/a 90.7 7.4 n/a 186 11 43  16 240 213 7.3 0.0 7.3 0.0 5:8, pp. 64-84 
1888 Mejeri-9  49.5 5039  157  15 113 92.5 25.0 25.0 147 4 31  21 182 171 0.9 0.0 0.9 0.0 5:8, pp. 64-84 
1888  Mejeri-10  127.5 4642  166  88 98 94.5 14.0 23.5 158 11 41  15 211 185 4.5 0.0 4.5 0.0 5:8, pp. 64-84 
1888  Mejeri-11  83 4961  168  160 198 93.1 18.5 23.5 158 23 47  17 228 199 6.5 0.0 6.5 0.0 5:8, pp. 64-84 
1888 Mejeri-12  178 4436  162  168 187 95.3 14.0 24.5 153 20 46  13 219 187 8.0 0.0 8.0 0.0 5:8, pp. 64-84 
1888  Mejeri-13  155.5 5666  225  183 138 97.0 13.8 27.0 219 22 37  27 279 269 6.3 0.0 6.3 0.0 5:8, pp. 64-84 
1888  Mejeri-14  111 4172  153  125 166 91.3 11.0 23.7 142 12 40  19 193 172 6.8 0.0 6.8 0.0 5:8, pp. 64-84 
1888  Mejeri-15  200.5 5216  177  178 345 96.3 16.5 22.9 171 24 74  38 269 233 6.4 0.0 6.4 0.0 5:8, pp. 64-84 
1888  Mejeri-16  75.5 4161  138  183 166 89.1 16.5 25.5 124 27 46  18 196 169 10.2 0.0 10.2 0.0 5:8, pp. 64-84 
1888  Mejeri-17  32 6496  164  147 231 88.0 16.0 22.5 145 21 52  28 218 194 7.1 0.0 7.1 0.0 5:8, pp. 64-84 
1888  Mejeri-18  61 4528  159  67 162 95.5 18.0 22.6 153 11 54  39 217 203 3.1 0.0 3.1 0.0 5:8, pp. 64-84 
1888 Mejeri-19  32.5 5376  183  75 102 92.2 7.2 28.5 168 5 29  20 203 194 4.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 5:8, pp. 64-84 
1888  Mejeri-20  100 4459  141  96 159 98.0 17.0 24.1 139 15 39  15 192 168 5.3 0.0 5.3 0.0 5:8, pp. 64-84 
1888 Mejeri-21  180 4709  161  44 93 92.0 15.0 24.0 149 6 24  19 179 174 2.4 0.0 2.4 0.0 5:8, pp. 64-84 
1888 Mejeri-22  41.5 4762  161  -
6 267 93.0 -
6 24.4 150 -
6 68  34 218 183 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5:8, pp. 64-84 
1888  Mejeri-23  48 5240  184  94 231 102.0 12.8 22.2 188 12 54  16 254 216 4.5 0.0 4.5 0.0 5:8, pp. 64-84 
1889  Mejeri-1  107.5 4686  151  205 225 98.7 15.5 26.8 151 25 73  40 249 216 7.9 0.0 7.9 0.0 5:9, pp. 72-99 
1889  Mejeri-2  78 4334  149  135 216 97.7 16.5 29.5 146 20 64  30 230 195 6.5 0.0 6.5 0.0 5:9, pp. 72-99 
1889  Mejeri-3  127.5 5167  192  76 n/a 95.0 13.0 n/a 186 8 31  19 226 214 3.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 5:9, pp. 72-99 39 
 
1889  Mejeri-4  143 4271  137  210 140 98.9 15.4 27.5 137 29 45  28 211 194 10.3 0.0 10.3 0.0 5:9, pp. 72-99 
1889  Mejeri-5  36.5 4959  171  158 183 97.6 12.8 28.6 169 17 52  32 238 217 6.4 0.0 6.4 0.0 5:9, pp. 72-99 
1889  Mejeri-6  264.5 4436  156  122 166 98.0 12.3 28.8 152 13 48  26 214 192 6.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 5:9, pp. 72-99 
1889  Mejeri-7  168.5 4818  178  178 234 102.1 11.0 28.0 180 16 66  36 262 232 6.7 0.0 6.7 0.0 5:9, pp. 72-99 
1889  Mejeri-8  140 4240  142  107 147 100.3 13.5 28.0 143 13 41  21 197 178 5.8 0.0 5.8 0.0 5:9, pp. 72-99 
1889  Mejeri-9  170 2646  92  41 164 96.5 16.0 27.3 89 6 48  23 142 117 3.3 0.0 3.3 0.0 5:9, pp. 72-99 
1889  Mejeri-10  277.4 2863  93  48 170 97.2 19.0 29.4 90 9 56  31 155 130 3.9 0.0 3.9 0.0 5:9, pp. 72-99 
1889  Mejeri-11  87 4662  154  124 180 98.3 20.9 28.2 154 22 51  14 227 190 5.9 0.0 5.9 0.0 5:9, pp. 72-99 
1889  Mejeri-12  160 4555  154  123 321 100.0 14.5 29.0 153 14 93  46 260 213 4.8 0.0 4.8 0.0 5:9, pp. 72-99 
1889  Mejeri-13  145 5180  202  173 270 98.0 12.0 29.0 201 17 79  46 297 264 5.4 0.0 5.4 0.0 5:9, pp. 72-99 
1889 Mejeri-14  84 5095  172  127 171 97.7 6.8 29.5 163 9 50  19 222 190 7.0 0.0 7.0 0.0 5:9, pp. 72-99 
1889  Mejeri-15  208.5 5416  205  110 214 102.0 15.3 28.2 210 13 63  28 286 251 3.6 0.0 3.6 0.0 5:9, pp. 72-99 
1889  Mejeri-16  74.5 4157  121  189 152 95.2 16.5 29.3 125 28 62  33 215 186 9.5 0.0 9.5 0.0 5:9, pp. 72-99 
1889  Mejeri-17  27.5 6711  196  173 109 94.4 16.0 25.9 186 28 28  10 242 224 8.0 0.0 8.0 0.0 5:9, pp. 72-99 
1889 Mejeri-18  58.5 4390  160  48 163
3 100.5 18.0 35.0
3 162 8 57  37 227 208 2.2 0.0 2.2 0.0 5:9, pp. 72-99 
1889 Mejeri-19  29 4909  166  49 270 95.7 13.5 28.7 161 7 77  43 245 210 2.4 0.0 2.4 0.0 5:9, pp. 72-99 
1889  Mejeri-20  50 5315  186  143 245 107.0 12.9 27.1 199 17 68  29 284 245 5.5 0.0 5.5 0.0 5:9, pp. 72-99 
1889  Mejeri-21  200 3965  127  65 96 93.5 15.0 26.0 120 9 25  17 154 145 4.2 0.0 4.2 0.0 5:9, pp. 72-99 
1889 Mejeri-22  44 4510  152  -
6 224 95.5 -
6 27.2 145 -
6 66  37 211 182 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5:9, pp. 72-99 
1890  Mejeri-1  106 4559  151  153 298 95.7 17.3 29.3 145 24 92  57 261 226 6.4 0.0 6.4 0.0 5:10, pp. 86-105 
1890  Mejeri-2  78 4290  142  152 177 92.2 17.4 31.6 131 23 59  35 212 188 7.2 0.0 7.2 0.0 5:10, pp. 86-105 
1890  Mejeri-3  119 5570  188  65 43 93.6 13.0 30.0 182 7 27  17 216 206 2.8 0.0 2.8 0.0 5:10, pp. 86-105 
1890  Mejeri-4  142.5 4678  148  247 144 92.9 16.0 29.5 138 36 46  15 219 188 12.3 0.0 12.3 0.0 5:10, pp. 86-105 
1890  Mejeri-5  34.4 5389  183  221 202 92.3 13.2 32.0 170 24 68  36 262 230 8.2 0.0 8.2 0.0 5:10, pp. 86-105 
1890  Mejeri-6  190 5520  202  196 192 96.0 15.0 29.4 196 24 56  19 275 238 6.9 0.0 6.9 0.0 5:10, pp. 86-105 
1890  Mejeri-7  145 4720  174  122 281 87.6 11.9 28.5 154 12 80  32 246 198 5.2 0.0 5.2 0.0 5:10, pp. 86-105 
1890  Mejeri-8  70 3638  117  67 212 89.8 16.5 29.7 105 10 64  45 179 160 3.9 0.0 3.9 0.0 5:10, pp. 86-105 
1890  Mejeri-9  160 2404  75  47 243 93.0 16.0 28.5 69 6 72  49 146 124 3.2 0.0 3.2 0.0 5:10, pp. 86-105 
1890  Mejeri-10  50 5050  163  20 148 94.5 22.3 26.8 155 3 47  22 205 180 0.8 0.0 0.8 0.0 5:10, pp. 86-105 
1890  Mejeri-11  85.5 4911  156  143 275 92.8 18.8 31.2 147 22 86  42 254 210 5.7 0.0 5.7 0.0 5:10, pp. 86-105 
1890  Mejeri-12  153 5015  168  159 n/a 94.9 14.5 n/a 160 18 91  44 268 222 5.7 0.0 5.7 0.0 5:10, pp. 86-105 
1890  Mejeri-13  145 5883  234  304 318 95.9 13.8 31.0 227 38 96  38 361 303 9.6 0.0 9.6 0.0 5:10, pp. 86-105 
1890 Mejeri-14  83 5812  200  159 n/a 92.9 11.4 28.6 187 18 76  30 282 236 7.0 0.0 7.0 0.0 5:10, pp. 86-105 
1890 Mejeri-15  202 5188  183  126 257 97.8 16.1 30.4 180 24 78  24 283 228 6.8 0.0 6.8 0.0 5:10, pp. 86-105 
1890 Mejeri-16  75.5 4053  132  179 206 89.6 16.5 31.5 120 27 72  35 218 182 9.2 0.0 9.2 0.0 5:10,  pp.  86-105 
1890  Mejeri-17  29 5209  151  115 156 87.8 16.0 32.0 135 16 50  35 201 186 5.8 0.0 5.8 0.0 5:10, pp. 86-105 40 
 
1890 Mejeri-18  61 5146  153  65 162
3 94.5 18.0 38.0
3 145 9 61  43 215 197 2.7 0.0 2.7 0.0 5:10, pp. 86-105 
1890 Mejeri-19  31 5139  171  112 161 86.9 16.2 28.4 152 18 46  37 216 207 5.6 0.0 5.6 0.0 5:10, pp. 86-105 
1890  Mejeri-20  47 5053  178  132 235 101.2 13.2 30.1 180 16 71  34 266 230 5.4 0.0 5.4 0.0 5:10, pp. 86-105 
1890  Mejeri-21  190 4667  171  95 177 98.0 15.0 32.0 168 13 58  45 239 226 3.9 0.0 3.9 0.0 5:10, pp. 86-105 
1890 Mejeri-22  42.5 4537  158  -
6 286 91.6 -
6 28.3 144 -
6 92  53 237 197 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5:10, pp. 86-105 
1890  Mejeri-23  170 4820  177  185 262 97.1 10.5 29.5 173 17 78  41 268 231 7.4 0.0 7.4 0.0 5:10, pp. 86-105 
1890 Mejeri-24  177.5 4821  180  68 326 91.5 16.1 29.1 167 11 87  50 265 228 3.1 0.0 3.1 0.0 5:10, pp. 86-105 
1890  Mejeri-25  140 4364  151  103 148 93.0 14.0 30.0 141 11 44  19 197 172 4.8 0.0 4.8 0.0 5:10, pp. 86-105 
1890  Mejeri-26  269 2957  94  51 135 94.0 17.5 31.0 87 8 43  30 138 125 3.7 0.0 3.7 0.0 5:10, pp. 86-105 
1891  Mejeri-1  106 4560  151  182 311 98.6 18.0 28.1 150 30 83  47 262 226 7.6 0.0 7.6 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 
1891  Mejeri-2  77 3722  123  118 190 94.2 18.8 26.8 116 20 51  20 187 155 7.0 0.0 7.0 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 
1891  Mejeri-3  145 3578  129  123 116 99.3 12.5 26.0 132 14 35  10 181 155 7.5 0.0 7.5 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 
1891  Mejeri-4  143.5 4168  133  163 147 95.2 17.0 27.0 126 25 44  30 195 180 8.5 0.0 8.5 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 
1891  Mejeri-5  35.8 5080  175  219 148 96.2 16.9 29.2 170 32 44  20 246 222 8.9 0.0 8.9 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 
1891  Mejeri-6  197.5 4695  178  213 214 98.0 14.0 29.3 174 27 62  28 263 229 8.7 0.0 8.7 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 
1891 Mejeri-7  149.5 4555  173  150 224 95.9 13.0 30.6 170 18 69  21 256 209 6.7 0.0 6.7 0.0 5:11,  pp.  120-39 
1891  Mejeri-8  66.5 3379  117  34 201 93.9 17.0 27.3 111 6 55  30 171 146 2.3 0.0 2.3 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 
1891 Mejeri-9  162.5 3131  102  57 176 96.1 20.0 27.4 97 9 49  17 155 123 3.9 0.0 3.9 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 
1891  Mejeri-10  44 5565  189  46 208 96.5 25.0 27.3 184 9 63  33 257 226 1.7 0.0 1.7 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 
1891  Mejeri-11  84.5 4943  159  165 189 95.5 25.6 29.7 154 33 56  16 243 203 6.5 0.0 6.5 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 
1891  Mejeri-12  163 5045  162  175 n/a 99.9 14.0 n/a 163 22 116  21 301 206 7.9 0.0 7.9 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 
1891  Mejeri-13  82 4465  169  105 163 98.8 19.5 27.5 167 19 45  29 231 215 4.7 0.0 4.7 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 
1891 Mejeri-15  184 5726  197  190 371 98.5 17.7 29.8 194 46 111  48 351 288 9.4 0.0 9.4 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 
1891  Mejeri-16  77.5 4223  136  171 232 94.9 19.0 29.5 131 29 70  33 230 193 8.3 0.0 8.3 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 
1891  Mejeri-17  32 5369  156  147 151 94.0 20.0 28.3 149 26 43  29 218 204 6.7 0.0 6.7 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 
1891  Mejeri-18  58 4463  164  108 n/a 100.5 22.0 n/a 165 21 75  54 261 240 4.2 0.0 4.2 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 
1891 Mejeri-19  29.5 5283  172  90 158 90.9 26.7 26.5 159 24 42  27 225 210 4.5 0.0 4.5 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 
1891  Mejeri-20  101 5036  194  99 196 98.3 18.0 29.2 191 17 61  33 269 241 4.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 
1891 Mejeri-21  196 3578  71
9 33
9 96 99.8 19.1
9 29.5 75 6 29
9  25 110 106 3.2 0.0 3.2 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 
1891 Mejeri-22  45 4400  146  -
6 259 94.8 -
6 27.1 139 -
6 78  37 217 176 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 
1891  Mejeri-23  170 5211  189  175 249 99.8 15.1 30.5 190 24 76  36 290 251 6.5 0.0 6.5 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 
1891 Mejeri-24  180 5047  184  68 302 94.8 26.0 27.9 176 14 84  42 275 232 2.5 0.0 2.5 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 
1891  Mejeri-25  150.5 5101  172  192 204 99.4 15.0 29.2 183 26 67  28 277 238 7.6 0.0 7.6 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 
1891  Mejeri-26  45.5 5267  189  149 129 110.7 17.3 30.8 210 23 40  5 273 238 5.9 0.0 5.9 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 
1891  Mejeri-27  137 3824  134  96 99 98.9 14.0 28.0 134 11 38  19 182 164 4.9 0.0 4.9 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 
1891  Mejeri-28  35.5 4517  155  47 232 93.2 21.0 28.1 144 9 69  40 222 193 2.4 0.0 2.4 0.0 5:11, pp. 120-39 41 
 
1892  Mejeri-1  108 4151  140  166 307 100.4 20.0 29.2 144 30 95  52 268 225 6.9 0.0 6.9 0.0 5:12, pp. 120-37 
1892  Mejeri-2  78 4030  133  131 179 105.4 21.8 31.5 139 26 65  33 230 199 6.2 0.0 6.2 0.0 5:12, pp. 120-37 
1892  Mejeri-3  144 4020  147  149 128 103.8 16.0 29.0 157 21 42  10 221 188 7.4 0.0 7.4 0.0 5:12, pp. 120-37 
1892  Mejeri-4  139 3692  126  156 145 100.4 20.0 31.0 126 28 50  32 204 186 7.8 0.0 7.8 0.0 5:12, pp. 120-37 
1892  Mejeri-5  35.5 5503  194  250 206 99.6 17.0 31.6 193 38 71  46 302 276 8.4 0.0 8.4 0.0 5:12, pp. 120-37 
1892 Mejeri-6  44.5 4059  135  -
6 335 98.8 -
6 28.8 134 -
6 96  44 230 178 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5:12, pp. 120-37 
1892  Mejeri-7  158 4331  162  179 282 101.0 13.5 31.8 167 20 90  39 277 226 7.0 0.0 7.0 0.0 5:12, pp. 120-37 
1892 Mejeri-8  66 3183  120  51 185 99.8 20.0 30.6 120 9 57  32 187 161 3.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 5:12, pp. 120-37 
1892  Mejeri-9  164 3088  100  87 166 98.4 16.0 30.1 97 11 54  30 162 138 5.3 0.0 5.3 0.0 5:12, pp. 120-37 
1892  Mejeri-10  46 5207  174  14 231 100.0 20.0 31.0 177 3 74  40 253 220 0.6 0.0 0.6 0.0 5:12, pp. 120-37 
1892  Mejeri-11  39 4800  154  30 308 98.5 25.0 31.2 153 6 79  49 238 208 1.2 0.0 1.2 0.0 5:12, pp. 120-37 
1892  Mejeri-12  178 4345  138  138 401 103.8 15.0 30.6 144 19 123  57 286 220 5.8 0.0 5.8 0.0 5:12, pp. 120-37 
1892  Mejeri-13  65 3976  152  75 221 95.3 19.0 31.3 148 12 73  30 233 190 3.5 0.0 3.5 0.0 5:12, pp. 120-37 
1892  Mejeri-15  35 4421  150  72 222 95.8 23.0 32.4 140 13 78  52 231 205 2.9 0.0 2.9 0.0 5:12, pp. 120-37 
1892 Mejeri-16  76.5 3527  117  168 213 94.9 20.0 31.0 116 30 66  28 212 174 9.1 0.0 9.1 0.0 5:12, pp. 120-37 
1892  Mejeri-17  33 5592  137  108 159 98.5 25.0 30.0 138 24 48  23 210 185 5.5 0.0 5.5 0.0 5:12, pp. 120-37 
1892  Mejeri-18  45 5086  183  114 402 113.3 18.2 32.3 208 19 130  35 357 262 4.1 0.0 4.1 0.0 5:12, pp. 120-37 
1892 Mejeri-19  27.5 5136  178  91 198 96.2 16.2 29.2 175 15 58  49 247 238 4.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 5:12, pp. 120-37 
1892  Mejeri-20  106.5 5380  196  128 227 100.5 16.5 33.2 198 19 78  52 294 269 4.5 0.0 4.5 0.0 5:12, pp. 120-37 
1892 Mejeri-21  225 3775  15
10 4
10 59 105.0 17.5 44.3 16
10 1
10 26  8 43 25 1.7 0.0 1.7 0.0 5:12, pp. 120-37 
1892  Mejeri-22  163.5 4830  142  196 304 102.0 15.0 30.0 149 26 94  54 270 230 8.0 0.0 8.0 0.0 5:12, pp. 120-37 
1892  Mejeri-23  163 4896  170  158 394 104.8 18.0 28.8 179 26 114  66 318 271 5.5 0.0 5.5 0.0 5:12, pp. 120-37 
1892  Mejeri-24  175 4792  176  151 206 98.1 16.0 31.4 174 19 65  39 259 233 5.4 0.0 5.4 0.0 5:12, pp. 120-37 
1892  Mejeri-25  265 4750  164  81 174 100.8 20.1 30.3 166 13 53  29 231 207 3.2 0.0 3.2 0.0 5:12, pp. 120-37 
1893  Mejeri-1  106.5 4649  157  163 287 96.5 15.0 31.2 151 22 90  50 263 223 6.9 0.0 6.9 0.0 5:13, pp. 106-127 
1893  Mejeri-2  78 4009  132  100 209 96.9 17.2 31.8 128 15 67  32 211 176 5.3 0.0 5.3 0.0 5:13, pp. 106-127 
1893  Mejeri-3  152 3510  115  114 136 100.1 13.0 34.3 115 13 53  27 182 156 6.9 0.0 6.9 0.0 5:13, pp. 106-127 
1893  Mejeri-4  138 4201  128  178 102 98.3 14.5 31.0 126 23 45  29 194 178 9.4 0.0 9.4 0.0 5:13, pp. 106-127 
1893  Mejeri-5  36.2 4052  143  156 193 96.2 15.0 32.3 138 19 66  35 222 191 6.8 0.0 6.8 0.0 5:13, pp. 106-127 
1893 Mejeri-6  43 4535  157  -
6 213 93.9 -
6 32.5 147 -
6 69  44 217 192 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5:13, pp. 106-127 
1893  Mejeri-7  160 4620  171  155 328 94.8 11.5 31.9 163 14 104  47 282 225 5.7 0.0 5.7 0.0 5:13, pp. 106-127 
1893  Mejeri-8  65 3462  133  58 73 97.2 17.3 29.2 129 8 21  6 159 144 3.5 0.0 3.5 0.0 5:13, pp. 106-127 
1893 Mejeri-9  162.5 2663  89  71 159 94.1 12.0 31.1 84 8 50  22 141 113 6.1 0.0 6.1 0.0 5:13, pp. 106-127 
1893  Mejeri-10  197 4666  173  132 165 99.0 18.0 32.5 171 21 54  23 246 215 5.8 0.0 5.8 0.0 5:13, pp. 106-127 
1893 Mejeri-11  40 4475  148  14 264 95.0 14.9 33.4 141 2 68  39 212 183 0.8 0.0 0.8 0.0 5:13, pp. 106-127 
1893  Mejeri-12  173 4180  128  89 267 97.2 17.5 32.7 124 12 105  47 241 184 3.9 0.0 3.9 0.0 5:13, pp. 106-127 42 
 
1893  Mejeri-13  74.5 4497  159  76 169 97.8 16.5 30.0 154 10 55  26 219 191 3.4 0.0 3.4 0.0 5:13, pp. 106-127 
1893 Mejeri-15  36 3959  142  41 205 91.0 19.0 35.2 130 7 76  50 213 187 2.1 0.0 2.1 0.0 5:13, pp. 106-127 
1893  Mejeri-16  168.5 4277  159  145 189 98.9 12.0 32.2 157 16 66  25 239 198 6.8 0.0 6.8 0.0 5:13, pp. 106-127 
1893  Mejeri-17  34.3 5541  143  114 120 95.3 21.5 30.5 135 23 37  18 195 176 6.4 0.0 6.4 0.0 5:13, pp. 106-127 
1893  Mejeri-18  53.5 4875  173  147 222 105.1 14.4 30.3 181 19 61  29 261 229 6.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 5:13, pp. 106-127 
1893 Mejeri-19  30.5 4644  156  74 155 91.7 14.5 29.9 143 11 48  29 202 182 4.2 0.0 4.2 0.0 5:13, pp. 106-127 
1893 Mejeri-20  106.5 5307  216  69 184 97.4 13.0 32.5 210 8 64  34 282 252 2.6 0.0 2.6 0.0 5:13,  pp.  106-127 
1893  Mejeri-21  182 4372  159  158 316 99.9 13.0 31.0 159 18 98  51 276 229 6.5 0.0 6.5 0.0 5:13, pp. 106-127 
1893  Mejeri-22  160.5 4780  151  159 244 100.6 15.0 31.8 153 19 82  49 254 221 6.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 5:13, pp. 106-127 
1893  Mejeri-23  276 5086  175  102 146 96.3 13.3 33.1 169 11 50  33 229 212 3.9 0.0 3.9 0.0 5:13, pp. 106-127 
1893 Mejeri-24  209 5552  188  148 254 97.1 16.0 33.4 183 19 85  36 286 238 5.2 0.0 5.2 0.0 5:13, pp. 106-127 
1893  Mejeri-25  177.5 4548  164  131 249 94.8 14.5 30.5 155 15 76  42 246 212 5.2 0.0 5.2 0.0 5:13, pp. 106-127 
1894  Mejeri-1  112 4471  153  165 382 86.6 15.0 28.4 133 22 111  67 266 222 6.9 0.0 6.9 0.0 5:14, pp. 102-19 
1894  Mejeri-2  78 4051  138  100 203 89.2 16.4 29.3 119 15 61  30 195 163 5.9 0.0 5.9 0.0 5:14, pp. 102-19 
1894  Mejeri-3  142 3661  129  79 180 88.5 12.0 29.0 112 8 52  15 172 135 4.9 0.0 4.9 0.0 5:14, pp. 102-19 
1894  Mejeri-4  88 5643  179  178 211 88.7 11.0 28.4 161 18 64  34 242 213 7.8 0.0 7.8 0.0 5:14, pp. 102-19 
1894  Mejeri-5  35.2 5566  187  254 158 87.8 13.5 30.4 167 29 51  25 247 221 10.3 0.0 10.3 0.0 5:14, pp. 102-19 
1894 Mejeri-6  43 4564  156  -
6 240 85.9 -
6 32.0 133 -
6 77  53 210 186 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5:14, pp. 102-19 
1894  Mejeri-7  159 4475  167  167 291 86.5 10.0 30.0 147 15 87  37 249 199 7.9 0.0 7.9 0.0 5:14, pp. 102-19 
1894 Mejeri-8  64.5 3555  140  47 187 91.8 14.5 26.5 128 6 49  31 184 165 2.4 0.0 2.4 0.0 5:14, pp. 102-19 
1894 Mejeri-9  165 2815  91  87 212 86.4 12.1 28.3 77 9 65  34 150 120 6.1 0.0 6.1 0.0 5:14, pp. 102-19 
1894  Mejeri-10  74 4104  159  167 160 88.1 11.0 30.2 140 17 51  29 208 186 8.4 0.0 8.4 0.0 5:14, pp. 102-19 
1894  Mejeri-11  203.5 5337  178  134 269 89.6 19.1 29.0 160 21 78  36 259 217 5.3 0.0 5.3 0.0 5:14, pp. 102-19 
1894  Mejeri-12  166.5 4436  152  74 292 91.7 13.5 30.7 140 9 90  32 238 180 3.7 0.0 3.7 0.0 5:14, pp. 102-19 
1894  Mejeri-13  82 4399  158  78 197 88.2 13.5 27.1 143 9 54  18 205 169 4.1 0.0 4.1 0.0 5:14, pp. 102-19 
1894  Mejeri-15  36 4396  155  63 249 85.0 18.0 31.8 131 10 86  49 227 190 3.1 0.0 3.1 0.0 5:14, pp. 102-19 
1894  Mejeri-16  175 4294  156  136 242 91.9 16.0 30.4 143 19 75  30 237 192 6.4 0.0 6.4 0.0 5:14, pp. 102-19 
1894  Mejeri-18  22 7067  263  334 221 93.4 13.5 29.5 246 41 65  33 352 320 9.8 0.0 9.8 0.0 5:14, pp. 102-19 
1894  Mejeri-19  168 4272  156  89 278 86.8 12.0 27.6 134 9 77  36 220 179 4.1 0.0 4.1 0.0 5:14, pp. 102-19 
1894  Mejeri-20  109 4714  189  60 183 87.4 14.0 29.2 165 8 56  37 229 209 2.7 0.0 2.7 0.0 5:14, pp. 102-19 
1894  Mejeri-21  274 5399  188  91 183 88.5 12.0 30.5 165 9 59  40 234 215 3.8 0.0 3.8 0.0 5:14, pp. 102-19 
1894  Mejeri-22  172.5 4591  158  122 223 88.8 11.5 29.3 144 12 66  42 222 197 5.5 0.0 5.5 0.0 5:14, pp. 102-19 
1895  Mejeri-1  115.5 4542  163  167 284 83.1 19.5 25.3 135 28 70  30 232 193 7.7 0.0 7.7 0.0 5:15, pp. 118-37 
1895  Mejeri-2  78 4350  138  98 280 80.9 16.3 25.0 110 14 70  41 195 165 5.6 0.0 5.6 0.0 5:15, pp. 118-37 






10 35  (9) 35 (9) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5:15, pp. 118-37 
1895  Mejeri-4  87.5 5402  189  162 184 87.0 11.8 18.8 164 15 44  22 223 202 6.6 0.0 6.6 0.0 5:15, pp. 118-37 43 
 
1895  Mejeri-5  33.7 5616  192  265 287 83.8 15.0 23.8 161 36 69  39 265 235 10.5 0.0 10.5 0.0 5:15, pp. 118-37 
1895 Mejeri-6  43 5331  201  -
6 233 89.3 -
6 26.7 180 -
6 62  38 242 218 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5:15, pp. 118-37 
1895  Mejeri-7  102 5065  151  66 353 84.2 14.0 24.0 136 8 91  49 235 193 3.2 0.0 3.2 0.0 5:15, pp. 118-37 
1895  Mejeri-8  63.5 3657  144  55 153 81.3 16.0 23.1 117 9 35  15 161 141 4.1 0.0 4.1 0.0 5:15, pp. 118-37 
1895  Mejeri-9  159 3373  110  113 250 81.5 14.0 24.5 90 13 61  24 164 126 7.5 0.0 7.5 0.0 5:15, pp. 118-37 
1895  Mejeri-10  73.5 4205  162  166 174 79.4 13.0 25.3 129 19 44  21 192 168 9.1 0.0 9.1 0.0 5:15, pp. 118-37 
1895  Mejeri-11  208.5 5527  208  218 240 84.0 16.8 25.4 175 29 62  17 266 221 8.3 0.0 8.3 0.0 5:15, pp. 118-37 
1895  Mejeri-12  164.5 5177  168  96 405 86.9 14.0 24.3 146 12 101  33 259 191 4.7 0.0 4.7 0.0 5:15, pp. 118-37 
1895  Mejeri-13  80 4403  160  113 250 82.4 15.0 23.2 132 15 58  3 205 150 7.1 0.0 7.1 0.0 5:15, pp. 118-37 
1895  Mejeri-15  38 4621  159  55 237 79.9 16.6 27.6 122 9 65  43 196 173 3.1 0.0 3.1 0.0 5:15, pp. 118-37 
1895  Mejeri-16  171 5042  172  206 266 85.4 19.4 25.1 147 35 67  34 249 215 8.6 0.0 8.6 0.0 5:15, pp. 118-37 
1895  Mejeri-17  195 5277  174  116 256 83.5 14.0 25.0 146 13 64  23 223 182 5.3 0.0 5.3 0.0 5:15, pp. 118-37 
1895  Mejeri-18  25.6 6133  220  325 289 88.8 15.8 26.8 195 46 82  33 323 274 11.1 0.0 11.1 0.0 5:15, pp. 118-37 
1895  Mejeri-19  267 5578  193  128 175 83.1 13.8 26.0 160 15 46  24 221 199 5.8 0.0 5.8 0.0 5:15, pp. 118-37 
1895  Mejeri-20  280 4819  176  97 186 91.5 16.0 24.0 161 14 46  17 221 193 4.7 0.0 4.7 0.0 5:15, pp. 118-37 
1895  Mejeri-21  165 4782  148  169 246 84.1 13.9 24.3 124 19 60  21 203 164 8.8 0.0 8.8 0.0 5:15, pp. 118-37 
1896  Mejeri-1  116.5 4908  166  182 311 86.7 22.0 21.6 144 33 67  15 244 192 8.2 0.0 8.2 0.0 5:16, pp. 92-111 
1896  Mejeri-2  52.8 5153  195  91 241 87.4 10.8 20.7 171 8 54  18 234 197 3.9 0.0 3.9 0.0 5:16, pp. 92-111 






10 -  - n/a n/a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5:16, pp. 92-111 
1896  Mejeri-4  91 5514  192  141 202 88.6 8.4 19.5 170 11 39  17 220 198 6.7 0.0 6.7 0.0 5:16, pp. 92-111 
1896  Mejeri-5  36 5352  189  237 229 86.4 14.2 20.8 264 28 48  13 340 306 6.8 0.0 6.8 0.0 5:16, pp. 92-111 
1896 Mejeri-6  45.5 5008  185  -
5 290 86.7 -
5 20.7 161 -
5 56  23 217 184 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5:16, pp. 92-111 
1896  Mejeri-7  107 4917  185  147 328 91.7 25.0 22.1 170 30 75  17 274 217 5.7 0.0 5.7 0.0 5:16, pp. 92-111 
1896  Mejeri-8  60 3407  127  48 218 86.7 19.0 19.6 110 7 43  10 161 127 3.1 0.0 3.1 0.0 5:16, pp. 92-111 
1896  Mejeri-9  164.5 2942  99  80 238 85.8 14.5 20.8 85 9 50  9 144 103 6.5 0.0 6.5 0.0 5:16, pp. 92-111 
1896  Mejeri-10  77 4161  165  164 227 86.0 11.8 22.3 142 17 51  12 210 171 8.9 0.0 8.9 0.0 5:16, pp. 92-111 
1896 Mejeri-11  210.5 5225  185  187 294 87.9 15.9 21.6 163 29 65  15 257 207 9.3 0.0 9.3 0.0 5:16,  pp.  92-111 
1896  Mejeri-12  163.5 5229  186  93 398 90.8 14.0 22.5 169 12 92  15 273 196 4.5 0.0 4.5 0.0 5:16, pp. 92-111 
1896  Mejeri-13  305 5009  184  108 160 90.5 13.0 21.8 167 13 39  18 218 197 5.1 0.0 5.1 0.0 5:16, pp. 92-111 
1896  Mejeri-15  38 4223  148  44 299 85.8 19.8 22.7 128 7 68  15 203 149 2.5 0.0 2.5 0.0 5:16, pp. 92-111 
1896 Mejeri-16  160.5 5252  105  152 245 95.0 11.5 23.2 100 16 58  7 174 122 11.6 0.0 11.6 0.0 5:16, pp. 92-111 
1896  Mejeri-17  178.5 5483  202  204 271 90.0 14.0 21.0 184 23 57  18 263 224 7.6 0.0 7.6 0.0 5:16, pp. 92-111 
1896  Mejeri-18  26.4 7274  258  417 304 92.8 14.0 23.8 239 62 69  22 370 323 14.2 0.0 14.2 0.0 5:16, pp. 92-111 
1896  Mejeri-19  268 5518  189  101 209 88.4 12.2 21.4 167 10 45  18 222 195 4.4 0.0 4.4 0.0 5:16, pp. 92-111 
1897  Mejeri-1  121 4742  177  112 232 87.3 11.0 26.5 152 11 61  21 224 184 5.6 0.0 5.6 0.0 5:17, pp. 60-77 
1897  Mejeri-2  49.8 5286  201  80 296 86.7 11.2 26.3 176 7 84  17 268 200 3.4 0.0 3.4 0.0 5:17, pp. 60-77 44 
 
1897 Mejeri-4  100 5652  193  131 238
3 88.3 8.0 31.2
3 171 8 56  22 235 202 5.5 0.0 5.5 0.0 5:17, pp. 60-77 
1897  Mejeri-5  34 5445  186  237 265 84.9 11.5 26.1 158 24 62  15 244 197 10.9 0.0 10.9 0.0 5:17, pp. 60-77 
1897 Mejeri-6  50 5543  204  -
6 255 86.1 -
6 24.0 178 -
6 61  29 239 206 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5:17, pp. 60-77 
1897  Mejeri-7  101 4441  135  109 224 90.1 9.5 23.7 122 10 60  13 192 145 7.5 0.0 7.5 0.0 5:17, pp. 60-77 
1897  Mejeri-8  57 3467  138  37 218 85.1 13.0 25.8 118 4 58  12 180 134 2.6 0.0 2.6 0.0 5:17, pp. 60-77 
1897  Mejeri-9  162.5 2804  91  66 228 85.2 14.0 26.4 77 7 60  11 145 96 5.8 0.0 5.8 0.0 5:17, pp. 60-77 
1897  Mejeri-10  80.5 4168  156  161 229 87.5 10.0 24.0 136 14 56  14 206 164 8.7 0.0 8.7 0.0 5:17, pp. 60-77 
1897  Mejeri-11  241.5 4849  169  166 293 87.8 14.9 25.4 148 16 75  16 239 180 6.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 5:17, pp. 60-77 
1897  Mejeri-12  187.5 4776  166  143 228 88.8 12.1 26.4 139 22 60  16 221 177 10.9 0.0 10.9 0.0 5:17, pp. 60-77 
1897  Mejeri-13  311.5 4387  163  68 224 84.8 14.0 24.6 138 9 56  20 202 167 3.8 0.0 3.8 0.0 5:17, pp. 60-77 
1897  Mejeri-14  91.5 5881  222  197 274 87.5 11.0 26.9 191 13 81  17 285 222 5.8 0.0 5.8 0.0 5:17, pp. 60-77 
1897  Mejeri-15  38 4281  148  67 218 84.9 19.0 27.4 126 10 65  17 201 153 3.7 0.0 3.7 0.0 5:17, pp. 60-77 








10 53  (13) 53 (13) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5:17, pp. 60-77 
1897  Mejeri-17  179 5235  170  146 284 89.2 14.0 26.4 153 18 75  16 247 188 7.3 0.0 7.3 0.0 5:17, pp. 60-77 
1897 Mejeri-18  180.5 5025  177  222 276
3 85.3 12.0 32.8
3 152 24 66  14 242 190 11.0 0.0 11.0 0.0 5:17, pp. 60-77 
1897  Mejeri-19  263 5150  176  62 122 88.9 12.8 26.9 156 6 33  11 196 173 3.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 5:17, pp. 60-77 
1898  Mejeri-1  114 5297  190  197 319 85.6 13.0 26.3 164 23 83  19 270 206 9.0 0.0 9.0 0.0 1899, pp. 136-155 
1898 Mejeri-2  50.8 5375  207  41 326 82.5 14.0 26.9 173 5 88  25 266 203 1.7 0.0 1.7 0.0 1899, pp. 136-155 
1898 Mejeri-4  98.3 6125  200  84 190
3 86.0 8.6 34.9
3 173 6 69  28 249 207 3.7 0.0 3.7 0.0 1899, pp. 136-155 
1898 Mejeri-5  34.3 5901  89  103 167 88.3 15.4 26.5 79 13 49  10 140 102 8.4 0.0 8.4 0.0 1899, pp. 136-155 
1898 Mejeri-6  49.5 5024  187  -
6 253 84.1 -
6 28.5 159 -
6 72  26 231 185 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1899, pp. 136-155 
1898 Mejeri-7  106 4048  151  32 164 88.1 14.0 28.6 132 5 47  17 183 153 2.3 0.0 2.3 0.0 1899, pp. 136-155 
1898 Mejeri-8  55.5 3718  144  41 179 84.8 12.6 27.6 122 5 49  16 176 143 3.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 1899, pp. 136-155 
1898  Mejeri-11  228.5 5590  196  174 273 85.5 13.3 26.4 168 23 72  21 263 212 8.4 0.0 8.4 0.0 1899, pp. 136-155 
1898  Mejeri-12  189 4823  167  154 281 87.1 12.0 26.0 145 17 75  13 237 176 8.2 0.0 8.2 0.0 1899, pp. 136-155 
1898  Mejeri-13  292.5 4964  186  101 189 85.7 12.0 27.9 160 11 53  21 224 192 4.8 0.0 4.8 0.0 1899, pp. 136-155 
1898  Mejeri-14  107 5506  186  194 212 83.7 12.9 28.6 153 23 68  15 244 191 9.6 0.0 9.6 0.0 1899, pp. 136-155 
1898  Mejeri-15  37 4374  148  83 238 83.0 16.4 28.9 122 12 70  16 205 151 5.1 0.0 5.1 0.0 1899, pp. 136-155 








10 49  12 49 12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1899, pp. 136-155 
1898  Mejeri-17  178.5 5150  181  87 286 84.5 12.0 27.1 156 9 77  23 243 188 4.3 0.0 4.3 0.0 1899, pp. 136-155 
1898 Mejeri-18  181.5 4543  144  137 175
3 84.0 11.3 36.0
3 126 14 63  12 203 152 8.7 0.0 8.7 0.0 1899, pp. 136-155 
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